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Surface transfer doping of diamond: A review 
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A B S T R A C T   

Ultra-wide bandgap materials show great promise as a solution to some of the limitations of current state of the art semiconductor technology. 
Among these, diamond has exhibited great potential for use in high-power, high-temperature electronics, as well as sensing and quantum appli-
cations. Yet, significant challenges associated with impurity doping of the constrained diamond lattice remain a primary impediment towards the 
development of diamond-based electronic devices. An alternative approach, used with continued success to unlock the use of diamond for semi-
conductor applications, has been that of ‘surface transfer doping’ - a process by which intrinsically insulating diamond surfaces can be made 
semiconducting without the need for traditional impurity doping. Here, we present a review of progress in surface transfer doping of diamond, both 
a history and current outlook of this highly exploitable attribute.   

1. Introduction 

The carbon allotrope diamond possesses a remarkable amalgamation of properties, making it an ‘extreme’ material, highly 
appealing for a wide range of applications [1]. Diamond is well known for its position atop the Mohs scale of hardness, by which all 
other materials are measured [2]. It possesses an extremely high thermal conductivity of up to 22 W cm− 1 K− 1, while also being a bona 
fide electrical insulator in its intrinsic state due to a wide bandgap of 5.5 eV [3–5]. This results in a high breakdown field of 13 MV/cm 
[5–7], with high typical intrinsic carrier mobilities of 1945 cm V− 1 s− 1 and 2285 cm V− 1 s− 1 reported for electrons and holes 
respectively [8]. Diamond owes its extreme properties to the carbon atom and the diamond structure of its crystalline lattice, for which 
is named after the material itself. Each carbon atom forms four sp3-hybridised atomic orbitals, which overlap with adjacent atoms to 
form sigma (σ) bonds giving rise to a short C–C bond length of 0.154 nm and a high bond energy of 711 kJ/mol [4]. These rigid 
covalent bonds allow heat to be efficiently dispersed via lattice vibrations, which is the origin of diamond’s extraordinary intrinsic 
thermal conductivity despite its large bandgap and electrically insulating behaviour. This combination of high thermal conductivity 
and electrical resistance is uncommon amongst other materials and highlights diamond’s unique potential for high-power electronic 
applications. 

Despite a low packing fraction, the relatively small mass of the carbon atom gives diamond the highest atomic density of any known 
terrestrial solid, making it extremely robust [4]. The strength of the relaxed C-C bond in this configuration also makes diamond 
chemically inert and hardened to the effects of irradiation [9,10]. Its large indirect bandgap imbues transparency from the far-infrared 
to the ultraviolet regimes, enabling various optical applications [11–13]. The inherent resilience of diamond lends it an advantage in 
harsh environments when compared to other materials. For instance, in the 1970s, large area natural diamonds were sourced by NASA 
to serve as observation windows in their Venus space probe, due to the highly corrosive atmosphere of the planet [14]. The low erosion 
yield of diamond makes it attractive for use as a window material and for coatings to the exterior of spacecraft [15]. Today, the advent 
of synthetic diamond using high-temperature, high-pressure (HPHT) or chemical-vapour deposition (CVD) growth techniques has 
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enabled material production with controllable properties [1]. Fig. 1 shows a commercially available single crystal CVD diamond 
substrate obtained from Element Six, with a (100) surface orientation and surface devices fabricated by electron-beam lithography. 

Due to its unique intrinsic properties, diamond has gained much attention as a robust electronic material for use in high-frequency 
and high-power electronics [5–7,16,17]. Various figures of merit (FOMs) are often used as an aid to compare the intrinsic potential of 
emerging material systems for various electronic applications (Table 1). One of the most commonly used FOMs is the Baliga figure of 
merit (BFOM), alongside its high-frequency variant (BHFOM) [18]. The BFOM is a ratio between the square of the avalanche breakdown 
voltage (VB

2) and the specific on-state resistance for a device (Ron, sp). In terms of fundamental material properties, it is often expressed 
as: εrμeE3

max, where Emax is the critical electric breakdown field, µe is the electron mobility and εr is the electric permittivity of the 
semiconductor. BFOM’s cubic dependence on Emax discriminates in favour of high breakdown-field materials such as diamond. How-
ever, variations in Emax and µe with temperature and doping concentration make this advantage more contentious [19]. Furthermore, 
BFOM assumes power losses are due to dissipation during a device’s on-state operation, from current flow through the device’s network 
of resistances. For this reason, BFOM is more applicable to low frequency operation where conduction losses are dominant. The BHFOM 
modifies this assumption by including the impact of switching losses due to the charging and discharging of the input capacitance; 

Nomenclature 

2DHG two-dimensional hole gas 
εr relative permittivity 
µe electron mobility 
µh hole mobility 
λ thermal conductivity 
Γ centre of the Brillouin zone 
χ electron affinity 
ρs sheet carrier density 
ρs,sat sheet carrier density saturation 
BFOM Baliga figure of merit 
BHFOM Baliga high-frequency figure of merit 
Emax critical electric breakdown field 
EME mobility edge boundary energy 
FOM figure of merit 
F-diamond fluorine-terminated diamond 
F-termination fluorine termination 
fT cut-off frequency 
fmax maximum oscillation frequency 
H-diamond hydrogen-terminated diamond 
H-termination hydrogen termination 
HCAFOM Huang chip-area figure of merit 
HDFOM Huang device performance figure of merit 
HMFOM Huang material figure of merit 
HTFOM Huang high-temperature figure of merit 
Lg gate length 
Lgd gate-drain length 
Lgs gate-source length 
Lt transfer length 
MIGS metal-induced gap states 
NEA negative electron affinity 
O-diamond oxygen-terminated diamond 
O-termination oxygen termination 
PEA positive electron affinity 
QW quantum well 
Qgd gate-drain charge in a MOSFET 
Rc contact resistance 
Ron on-state resistance 
Rq root mean square deviation roughness 
TMO transition metal oxide 
v frequency 
VB breakdown voltage 
Vgs gate-source voltage 
Vds drain-source voltage  
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resulting in an expression of power loss inversely proportional to μeE2
max, i.e. with a quadratic (and not cubic) dependence on Emax. 

Baliga’s figures presented in Table 1 are adjusted to a relative scale, with silicon assigned a nominal value of 1. 
Huang introduced additional figures of merit for material (HMFOM), high-temperature (HTFOM), chip-area (HCAFOM) and device 

(HDFOM) performance, which attempt to better capture the actual switching behaviour of different semiconductors [20]. HMFOM in-
dicates material suitability for high frequency applications and is expressed as Emax

̅̅̅̅̅μe
√ , which suggests a linear inverse dependence of 

power loss on Emax. HTFOM utilises the expression: λ/εrEmax, where λ represents the material’s thermal conductivity to predict tem-
perature rise in a fixed-chip area device for a given material. This ratio is inversely proportional to thermal dissipation losses, and 
therefore a higher HTFOM indicates a lower temperature rise (and lower overall power loss). The HCAFOM allows for comparison of the 
relative chip-area of a device for equitable performance in different material systems; it is expressed as the product: εr

̅̅̅̅̅μe
√ E2

max, an 
expression which is inversely proportional to the optimal chip-area of a device for a fixed on-state drain current density. Lastly, the 
HDFOM aims to benchmark the performance of unipolar switching power devices using the square-root of the product of on-state 
resistance and gate-drain charge: 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ron.Qgd

√
. This expression is directly proportional to power loss (smaller is better) and is depen-

dent on device parameters, not inherent to material properties. Huang’s figures presented in Table 1 are also adjusted relative to silicon 
with a nominal value of 1. 

As shown in Table 1, intrinsic (or unintentionally doped) diamond surpasses other established wide-bandgap semiconductors. 
However, these figures of merit have prompted some important criticism. Baliga’s figures have been suggested to be poor predictors of 
actual device performance [17], primarily due to the use of total power-loss approximations which neglect the off-state power 
dissipation and switching loss at the drain-source node. The use of specific input capacitance to estimate the switching loss of the gate- 
drive circuitry and use of on-state current (rather than current density) for power loss calculations has given rise to further criticism 
[18]. Huang’s figures have been criticised for oversimplifying switching behaviour, ignoring power-loss due to gate-switching, and 
instead using an expression proportional to the product of the gate-to-drain Miller charge and specific on-resistance. As justification for 
this, Huang argues that the charge-discharge cycling of the gate-to-drain charge dominates the switching loss for high voltage devices 
[20], emphasising that gate-charge waveforms provide an improved estimation of switching losses relative to Baliga’s method [18]. 

As highlighted by the preceding discussion, such comparisons should be taken only as guidance to a material’s relative potential, 
based purely on inherent properties. For example, fabricated diamond devices have yet to demonstrate carrier mobilities remotely 
close to intrinsic material measurements and the use of diamond as a semiconductor material has met with several challenges in its 
early stage development: primarily inherent to the material system itself. Strong σ-bonding between adjacent carbon atoms in the 

Fig. 1. Image of a 4.7 mm × 4.7 mm × 0.5 mm single crystal CVD (100) diamond substrate with devices fabricated using electron-beam 
lithography. 

Table 1 
Comparison of figures-of-merit for diamond compared with other semiconductors based on Baliga’s and Huang’s analysis [7,18,20]. HDFOM excluded 
due to the wide variation between existing diamond switching devices.   

Si SiC GaN Diamond 

Baliga FOM (εrμeE3
max)  1 440 2950 4.73 × 105 

Baliga High Frequency FOM (μeE2
max) 1 58 237 1.2 × 104 

Huang Material FOM (Emax
̅̅̅μ√

e) 1 7.5 8.0 23.8 
Huang Thermal FOM (λ/εrEmax) 1 0.6 0.1 1.7 

Huang Chip-Area FOM (εr
̅̅̅μ√

eE
2
max) 1 58 192 3.9 × 103  
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diamond lattice makes substitutional doping extremely difficult. 
Alternatively, surface transfer doping provides a promising route to achieving semiconducting properties in diamond by avoiding 

the innate limitations associated with traditional impurity doping. Here, we present a review of the surface transfer doping process in 
diamond, both a history of early discoveries and a detailed view of current developments. While the minutiae of surface transfer doping 
are still a topic of some debate, significant experimental advances in the recent decade alone have significantly improved our un-
derstanding of this highly exploitable attribute of diamond. 

2. A history 

For decades, researchers have attempted to access the highly desirable properties of diamond for various electronic device ap-
plications. As with the majority of semiconducting materials in use today, the crystal lattice of diamond must be ‘doped’ in some form 
to introduce a sufficiently high and stable density of mobile charge carriers. Attempts at establishing a mature doping process for 
diamond have met with mixed success. As with other wide bandgap semiconductors, achieving ‘shallow’ donors and ‘deep-level’ 
acceptors by impurity doping techniques with activation energies suitable for room temperature operation is exceedingly difficult in 
diamond. Boron quickly emerged as the most promising impurity acceptor to achieve p-type doping in diamond, despite a high 
activation energy of 0.37 eV [21,22], and has remained the ‘dopant of choice’ since the 1970s. Yet its relatively high ionization energy 
leads to degenerate levels of boron doping in diamond, turning the material semi-metallic and enabling variable hopping conduction 
[23,24]. By comparison, boron has an impurity activation energy that is an order of magnitude less in silicon (0.045 eV) [25]. 

There have been numerous studies on carrier mobility in single-crystal diamond [8,26–30]. Principally, these can be categorised as 
(1) measurements based on the optical excitation of intrinsic diamond, such as time-of-flight (TOF) and time-resolved cyclotron 
resonance (TRCR), (2) low-field Hall measurements performed on n-doped and p-doped diamond under thermal equilibrium, and (3) 
hole mobilities extracted from fabricated transistors. Measurements of room-temperature carrier mobility in p-type diamond range 
from 3 to 3800 cm2 V− 1 s− 1 depending on substrate quality and doping density. However, work from the last decade has indicated hole 
mobility (µh) is typically around 2200 cm2 V− 1 s− 1 for high-quality, intrinsic or lightly boron-doped diamond [8,31]. For boron-doped 
diamond, hole mobility has shown to decrease significantly as either dopant concentration or temperature increases [30–34]. The loss 
in mobility at higher temperatures is attributed to phonon-scattering mechanisms [27–37]. Near room-temperature, acoustic phonon 
scattering is the dominant mechanism, with µh decreasing as T− 1.5 for temperatures between 300 and 350 K [36,37]. At temperatures 
above 400 K, the hole mobility falls steeply as T− 2.5 to T− 3.66 due to additional scattering caused by optical phonons (Fig. 2) [6,27–35]. 
Neutral impurity scattering cannot be neglected in highly boron-doped diamond either. Due to its deep-level ionisation energy, most 
holes are localised to the acceptor level and therefore most of the impurities remain neutral [6,35–37]. The degradation of hole 
mobility with increasing carrier concentration and temperature lowers the appeal of boron-doped diamond as a substrate for high- 
temperature electronic applications. 

Delta (δ) doping has been explored to alleviate the decline in mobility associated with increased dopant concentration by forming a 
thin, highly boron-doped ([B] ≥ 5 × 1020 cm− 3) layer between two intrinsic layers in diamond. It was proposed that the delocalisation 
of carriers from the ionized dopant atom due to quantum confinement-effects would reduce ionised impurity scattering and result in a 

Fig. 2. Reported hole mobility in lightly boron-doped diamond with increasing temperature (left) [8,29,30,33,34] and representation of substi-
tutional doping in boron-doped diamond (right), whereby the resulting electron-deficient bond within the crystal lattice generates a corresponding 
hole in the bandgap [6,21]. Image of diamond lattice generated using QuantumWise. 
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region with both a high carrier concentration and a high mobility [38]. However, attempts at achieving a true monolayer doping 
profile with significant mobility enhancement have met with limited success [38,39]. High energy boron doping techniques such as 
ion-implantation are also known to cause extensive damage to the diamond lattice, thereby degrading substrate quality and impeding 
device fabrication [40–44]. To avoid this, boron is typically incorporated during growth, however, heavy boron-doping during this 
phase induces inefficiencies in growth rate and soot formation. Balancing high levels of boron incorporation (>1020 cm− 3) whilst 
maintaining desired crystallinity has remained challenging [6]. 

For n-type impurity doping of diamond, phosphorous remains the most common donor despite a high room temperature activation 
energy of 0.6 eV [43]. While phosphorous doped diamond thin films with donor concentrations as high as 6.8 × 1016 cm− 3 have been 
produced, the activation energy is so large that carrier concentration at room temperature is limited to ~1011 cm− 3 [45]. Furthermore, 
while the carrier concentration increases to 1016 (at ~ 1000 K) with increasing temperature, the Hall mobility drops as ~T− 1.4 for 
temperatures up to 450 K and as T− 2.66 for temperatures exceeding 450 K, making both room temperature and high-temperature 
operation problematic [6]. More recently, with the detection of arsenic-bound excitons in diamond, a shallower dopant with an 
ionisation energy of 0.41 eV has been discovered [46]. However, arsenic incorporation in the growth phase is yet to be demonstrated. 
With limited progress towards the development of a mature n-type doping solution for diamond it was therefore expected that only 
unipolar device applications may become achievable, with bipolar devices requiring a significant breakthrough. For some, these 
intrinsic doping challenges led to a decline in interest towards the development of diamond for electronic applications, with effort re- 
focused on other wide bandgap materials such as GaN and SiC. 

In 1989, a surface conductivity of 10− 6 Ω− 1 cm− 1 was reported for hydrogen-terminated single crystal type IIa diamond (H-dia-
mond), without any form of intentional impurity doping [47]. This value of conductivity is significantly higher than that typically 
measured for diamond without H-termination (~10− 16 Ω− 1 cm− 1) and, understandably, garnered significant interest which resulted in 
explicative experiments throughout the ‘90s. It was immediately clear that the termination of the diamond surface played a key role in 
the dramatically increased surface conductivity, yet unclear as to why. Initial theories proposed that hydrogen may diffuse into the 
diamond and contribute shallow acceptor states [48–50]. However, this was debunked by a team from Pennsylvania State University 
who demonstrated that removal of H-termination from the surface would completely reverse the increased surface conductivity [51]. 
In 1996, evidence of a hole accumulation layer below the H-diamond surface was reported [52]. Through X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and Kelvin probe measurements, they hypothesised electrons were being transferred from the diamond valence 
band into unknown acceptor states at the surface. Around the same time, Gi et al. demonstrated the electron transfer relied upon the 
atmosphere in which the H-terminated diamond was kept [53,54]. 

As the puzzle took shape, a vital experiment from Maier et al. in 2000 revealed several important aspects [55]. Under ultra-high 
vacuum (UHV), H-termination was removed from one half of a diamond sample by electron bombardment. This effectively removed 
conduction from that region of the surface, confirmed in-situ by two-probe measurement. Further annealing the sample in-situ at 410 ◦C 
also removed conductivity from the still H-terminated region. However, once the chamber was vented and the sample returned to an 
ambient air environment, the conductivity of the H-terminated half increased by 4 orders of magnitude within 20 min of exposure. 
Meanwhile, the region with removed H-termination remained highly insulating. This work empirically demonstrated the combined 
role of both H-termination and ambient air exposure in the increased surface conductivity, suggesting the presence of air borne species 
on the diamond surface behaved as the electron acceptor suggested earlier [52]. 

Years prior, in 1979, Himpsel et al. had observed that electrons excited by photons of energy hv = 5.5 eV (~Eg for diamond) could 
emit from a H-terminated diamond surface [56]. This photo-excitation bias was much lower than concurrent theoretical predictions for 
the photoexcitation threshold of the diamond surface. Himpsel found that the H-diamond surface displayed a stable quantum yield that 
increased linearly from the photoexcitation threshold at hv = 5.5 eV to ~20% at 9 eV, further incrementing to ~40–70% for 13 eV ≤ hv 
≤ 35 eV. The secondary photoelectron energy distribution showed a dominant low-energy emission peak (FWHM ~ 0.5 eV) at the 
conduction band minimum (CBM), which indicated a negative electron affinity (NEA) surface. A true NEA surface is a rare phe-
nomenon and implies that the vacuum level at the surface lies below the conduction band minimum. The NEA enables thermody-
namically spontaneous emission of electrons from the H-diamond surface, in a fashion similar to that of a cold-cathode. 

Fig. 3. Energy band diagram illustrating the formation of a two-dimensional hole gas in hydrogen-terminated diamond when exposed to ambient 
air. µAtmos represents the electrochemical potential of an adsorbed atmospheric layer containing hydronium cations, resulting in thermodynamically 
favourable electron transfer and upward band bending. 
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Drawing from the known NEA attribute of H-terminated diamond, Maier et al. proposed that an adsorbed aqueous adlayer at the 
diamond surface, containing solvated hydronium cations (i.e. a H3O+/H2 redox couple), acted as the active surface acceptor species 
responsible for the hole-accumulation layer [55]. To understand Maier’s proposal, consider Fig. 3 which illustrates the interface 
between hydronium cations and the H-diamond surface. The electrochemical potential (i.e. Fermi level of solvated ions in an atmo-
spherically occurring layer) of hydronium cations is µAtmos = 4.4 eV, which is 0.2 eV lower than the ionization potential (IP) for H- 
diamond (IP = 4.2 eV) [42,57]. When in contact, thermodynamically favourable electron transfer should occur from the H-diamond 
surface to hydronium cations, driven by the redox reaction 2H3O+ + 2e− = H2 + 2H2O [58]. This charge-transfer would continue until 
the Fermi level of the diamond aligns with the Fermi level of the surface acceptors, causing upward band bending in the equilibration 
process, as seen in Fig. 3. A similar model was proposed in earlier experimental work by Gi et al., who exposed the H-diamond surface 
to various hydronium (H3O+) containing acidic gases (HCl, HNO3, H2SO4) and concluded that the ionisation of acids in an adsorbed 
water-vapour adlayer pulled electrons from the surface atoms, thereby generating a hole-layer [53,54]. However, Gi’s proposal was 
markedly distinct insofar as water-vapour alone was found insufficient to induce conductivity. 

While Maier’s concept of a transfer doping mechanism is convincing, later experimental work by Foord et al. in 2002 [59], Riedel 
et al. in 2004 [60], Chakrapani et al. in 2005/2007 [61,62], Kubovic et al. in 2010 [63,64], and Sato et al. in 2012 [65] has proposed 
that oxygen-ion acceptor species may be responsible for the observed conductivity at the H-diamond surface in atmosphere. Both Gi 
et al. [53,54] and Foord et al. [59] found the conductivity for freshly terminated H-diamond surfaces barely increased (from its 
insulating characteristic) when exclusively exposed to water-vapor or a range of common atmospheric gases alone. However, Foord 
noted a dramatic improvement in conductivity when the sample was first exposed to water-vapor, and then exposed to another gas 
(including oxygen, formic acid and carbon-dioxide). As early as 1999, Gi et al. speculated on the role of air-borne, water-solvated NO2 
in carrier generation for H-diamond, a possibility discussed further in Section 4 in the modern context [54]. Collectively, these ex-
periments suggest that the “wetting layer” merely mediates the electron transfer to adsorbates but does not itself act as the primary 

Fig. 4. Surface constructions of the C(100) 2 × 1:H (bottom) and C(111) 1 × 1:H (top) crystal planes in diamond, illustrated from different 
perspectives. The unterminated C(100) facet has two dangling bonds per surface atom resulting in a C(100) 2x1:H surface construction [70–80]. 
Exposure of the C(111) surface to atomic hydrogen can result in an ideal hydrogen-terminated truncated bulk configuration of C(111) 1 × 1:H. The 
C–H bond density at the C(111) surface is reported to be 1.4 times the bond density of the (100) surface [100]. Images created in QuantumWise. 
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acceptor species. 
From these early experiments, models for the surface transfer doping mechanism of diamond began to take shape. The possibility of 

a thin, surface-bound p-channel has enabled a significant expansion of possibilities for diamond electronics and bolstered research 
interest into the exploitation of diamond as a semiconducting material. 

3. The role of surface termination 

The atomic configuration of an exposed diamond surface is most commonly of the (100) and (111) orientations, due to preferential 
cleaving along the crystal plane and growth conditions [66–68]. However, a (111) surface can be difficult to achieve for diamond 
grown by CVD as the nature of the growth process favours the (100) facet. As such, the majority of reported work regarding the 
diamond surface for electronic applications has been on the (100) plane. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the bare C(111) surface has one dangling bond per surface atom; the clean, non-terminated (111) surface is 
known to reconstruct in 2 × 1 π-bonded “Pandey” chains, reducing the dangling bond density [69–72]. Termination of the C(111) 
surface with atomic hydrogen results in an ideal hydrogen-terminated truncated bulk configuration of C(111) 1 × 1:H. The C(100) 
facet instead has two dangling bonds per surface atom, with the bare surface having a 2 × 1 symmetry structured in π-bonded dimer 
rows. The high atomic density of the diamond lattice (with a surface atom density of 1.6 × 1015 cm− 2, as opposed to 6.8 × 1014 cm− 2 

for silicon) forbids hydrogen atoms from terminating both these dangling bonds due to steric hindrances. Instead, neighbouring surface 
carbon atoms form dimers with one another, leaving one dangling bond per surface atom available for termination. This results in a C 
(100) 2 × 1:H surface when saturated with hydrogen [70–80]. 

The structure of the hydrogenated C(100) diamond surface was debated throughout the ‘90s. While energetically the ideal 
termination would entail a 1 × 1:2H surface, in this configuration the hydrogen atoms terminating adjacent dangling bonds would be 
closer than in a hydrogen molecule [75–78]. The resultant steric interaction between hydrogen atoms would cause straining and 
distortion of the crystal lattice. The monohydride dimer (2 × 1:H) alleviates this repulsion by reorienting the surface carbon atoms to 
minimise the surface energy. However, early theoretical and experimental work on the C(100) surface showed varied results. In 1983, 
Lurie and Wilson became the first to directly observe the 2 × 1 reconstruction of the C(100) diamond surface using low-energy 
electron diffraction (LEED) after heating a sample to >1300 K [81,82]. In 1990, Hamza et al. correlated electron-stimulated 
desorption time-of-flight (ESD-TOF) measurements with LEED patterns for initially C(100) 1 × 1:2H terminated diamond, and 
observed that as annealing temperatures were ramped beyond 1240 K, half-order LEED spots indicating 2 × 1 reconstruction began to 
appear and increased in intensity up to 1534 K [83]. This was erroneously interpreted to imply that with increasing temperature (and 
therefore hydrogen desorption) the C(100) 1 × 1:2H surface morphs into the 2 × 1:H symmetric dimer. In a mirrored experiment 
conducted in 1992, the effect of dosing clean C(100) 2 × 1 surfaces with atomic hydrogen was investigated by Thomas et al. using 
LEED patterns and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) [84]. It was found that atomic dosing of hydrogen was an inefficient 
way to alter the surface reconstruction, and the 2 × 1:H pattern was maintained even at hydrogen doses equivalent to ~ 100 
monolayers of H-atoms. This suggested that the monohydride terminated dimer (2 × 1:H) was more stable than the dihydride 1 × 1:2H 
configuration for the (100) facet. However, earlier results from Marsh & Farnsworth in 1964 [85], and Pate et al. [86] & Derry et al. in 
1986 [87] had observed a 1 × 1 pattern, contradicting this. More definitive data emerged in 1993 when Aizawa et al. used high- 
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) on homoepitaxial CVD diamond and showed a 2 × 1 pattern for (100) dia-
mond [88]. Aizawa et al. further concluded that (111) and (100) were respectively trihydride and monohydride terminated [88]. A 
series of HREELS studies from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory concluded that monohydride terminated dimer row reconstruction 
is the most stable configuration for the hydrogenated C(100) surface [80,89]. While in contradiction to some earlier work, a consensus 
emerged supported concurrently by theoretical work [75–79,90] and upheld to-date by experimental studies [90,91–94]. It is now 
generally accepted that the C(100) 2 × 1:H surface is the most stable hydrogenated (100) configuration observed experimentally 
[70–80]. From the discussion above, it is also evident that the preferred chemical moiety of H-termination and surface reconstruction is 
crystal-face specific, owing to the difference in steric interactions between hydrogen atoms for different surface reconstructions 
[88,95,96]. 

When the diamond surface is terminated with a non-carbon species, a dipole is formed due to the difference in electronegativity 
between the carbon atom and the terminating atom. On termination with the two most commonly studied species, oxygen and 
hydrogen, the total surface energy is further lowered [73]. As discussed in Section 2, H-termination was found to play a critical role in 
the formation of diamond surface conductivity. Himpsel et al. reported increased electron emission per adsorbed photon for H- 
terminated diamond and attributed this effect to NEA of the surface, generated by the electronegativity difference of the C–H bond 
[56]. The polar covalent character of the Cδ− –Hδ+ bond has an associated potential drop perpendicular to the diamond surface, with 
an electric field extending along the C–H bond length. As per photoelectron yield and XPS measurements by Cui et al., the vacuum 
level at the surface of a clean reconstructed C(111) 2 × 1 diamond surface lies 0.38 eV above the CBM [42]. For the C(111) 1 × 1:H 
(and C(100) 2 × 1:H) surface, the potential drop across the C–H bond pushes the surface vacuum level down by 1.65 eV, which results 
in a surface with a NEA of ~χ = − 1.3 eV [42,57,59,72,97–99]. This results in a valence band maximum (VBM) situated 4.2 eV below 
the vacuum level (i.e. ionization potential, IP = 4.2 eV). The IP of 4.2 eV for H-diamond is lower than most semiconductors and is made 
possible by the already low electron affinity (EA) of intrinsic diamond. Silicon, for example, has an IP of ~5 eV despite having a much 
smaller bandgap than diamond (1.1 eV). 

Cui et al. constructed a band-diagram, similar to that shown in Fig. 5a, using XPS measurements of the C(111) 1 × 1:H surface [42]. 
Note that the band diagram shows downward band bending at the surface, since it represents the energetics of H-diamond in UHV 
wherein no surface adsorbates exist to enable charge transfer. As described in earlier models, upward band bending is observed at the 
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H-diamond surface when exposed to atmospheric adsorbates, making the environment a crucial determinant of the surface energetics 
for H-diamond [55]. Magnitude of the NEA is posited to vary depending on the surface orientation, with the (110) surface being 
attributed a NEA as high as χ = − 1.8 eV by some calculations [100]. The NEA of a H-terminated diamond surface was determined 
independently by (chronologically); Eimori et al. [101] using ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), by Takeuchi et al. [102] 
using total photo-yield spectroscopy (TPYS), by Cui et al. [42] using TPYS and XPS, by Maier et al. [57] using XPS and by Diederich 
et al. [103] using XPS and UPS, among others. Its magnitude is consistently quoted in literature as 1.1–1.3 eV. Since the potential drop 
is approximately linear along the C–H bond length, electrons associated with the terminal carbon still experience a small energetic 
barrier while escaping the bulk diamond, which is illustrated along with the locally variant crystal potential for the C(100) 2 × 1:H 
surface in Fig. 5b. However, given that the width of this barrier is under 0.5 Å, it is easily overcome by quantum mechanical tunnelling 
[56]. 

Several methods of achieving hydrogenation of diamond surfaces have been reported. As early as 1873, a technique using olive oil 
and diamond grit was developed to polish the diamond surface [104]. The olive oil reportedly also acts as a source of hydrogen, and 
partially H-terminated diamond has been achieved using this method [86,87,105]. Plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) diamond is 
typically H-terminated as-grown due to the presence of hydrogen radicals in the growth chamber which preserve the sp3 phase of 
carbon [106–109]. Today, optimised iterations of the microwave PCVD (MPCVD) methods developed by Kamo et al. are widely used to 
manufacture electronic grade CVD diamond which is H-terminated as-grown [110]. The optimal ratio of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 
in the growth chamber has been discussed using a three-component diagram that defines ideal phases for low-pressure diamond 
synthesis [111]. 

Ex-situ microwave plasma H-termination has become standard in diamond electronics research, whereby a typically oxygen- 
terminated (O-terminated) surface is exposed to a high-power hydrogen plasma at elevated temperatures (typically 600–800 ◦C). 
This process often roughens the surface to varied degrees dependant on various factors such as exposure time, plasma power density, 
crystal quality and polishing [112–114]. The hydrogen plasma is well known to attack defect sites in particular, likely due to pref-
erential etching of non sp3 bonded carbon [115]. By carefully tailoring plasma conditions, a smoothing effect has also been reported 
[116]. 

Thermal hydrogenation is a potentially useful alternative to plasma exposure and has shown some success [85,117]. This approach 
uses hot-filament assisted dosing of atomic hydrogen to obtain H-diamond substrates. In 1986, Pate et al. identified the potential 
benefit of using atomic hydrogen -and not molecular hydrogen- to achieve good termination [86]. Under UHV, they generated atomic 
hydrogen using a heated tungsten filament (~1800 ◦C) placed proximal to a reconstructed (2 × 1) diamond surface. The surface was 
then characterised using photo-stimulated ion desorption (PSID) and HREELS, which showed that surfaces exposed to atomic hydrogen 
(but not molecular hydrogen) exhibited H-termination. 

In contrast to H-termination, an O-terminated diamond surface results in a positive electron affinity (PEA) reported to be around χ 
= +1.7 eV [57]. This is due to a reversed surface dipole Cδ+–Oδ− , whereby the electronegativity of oxygen is greater than carbon. 
Magnitudes for the PEA of the O-terminated surface have been reported to be as high as +2.14 eV [118,119]. The oxygen chemistry on 
low-Miller index C(100) diamond surfaces is complicated due to the coexistence of carbonyl, hydroxyl, peroxide, epoxide and ether 
groups. Unlike H-diamond, terminating chemical moieties have not been attributed to specific crystal faces for O-diamond, although as 
explained below, low-index surface sites seem to preferentially form ether groups. In a study using HREELS and Auger electron 

Fig. 5. a) Band diagram illustrating the downward band bending of hydrogen-terminated diamond in ultra-high vacuum, wherein no surface species 
are present to enable charge transfer b) Illustration of the dipole formed at the surface of (100) hydrogen-terminated diamond, generated by the 
difference in electronegativity between carbon and hydrogen [56]. 
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spectroscopy (AES) analysis, Pehrsson et al. found that the distribution of terminating oxygen species varies depending on the 
oxidation conditions, with ether groups dominating unheated substrates at saturation oxygen coverages [91]. In a follow-up study, the 
impact of increasing substrate temperature, for temperatures (T) such that 24 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 670 ◦C, was investigated [92]. They found that 
oxidation at elevated temperatures increased the carbonyl to ether ratio and subsequently proposed a possible mechanism by which 
oxygen at the step edges of a roughened surface could assist in this conversion. The stability of carbonyl termination was further 
supported by [75]. Contrary to these findings, the preferential coverage of hydroxyl or ether groups on (100) substrates was predicted 
by prior molecular-dynamics studies [73,120]. However, at elevated temperatures, the accelerated adsorption and desorption of CO 
and CO2 roughens the diamond surface, leaving a defect-dominated surface with a distinct chemistry from the unheated (100) surface. 
Pehrsson et al. contended that roughened surfaces have increased instance of reactive surface-sites and a decreased density of ether- 
bonding low-Miller index sites, which explains their unusually higher carbonyl fraction [92]. For studies conducted on atomically 
smooth C(100) surfaces, hydroxyl and ether groups dominated O-termination moieties, with marked improvements in interfacial O- 
coverage [93,94,121]. As fresh data emerges, more precise descriptions of the species rich O-diamond surface are continually being 
formulated. 

This wide range of terminating moieties, variant with temperature and local roughness, leads to interesting inhomogeneities in the 
local EA for O-diamond. Furthermore, there exists a discrepancy between theoretical [73,122] and experimental [93,94,97] results for 
the EA of an O-terminated surface. Theoretical models for the EA of ether or carbonyl terminated diamond surfaces have predicted 
twice the experimentally established values of χ ~ +1.7 eV, while for hydroxyl terminations a near-zero EA or NEA (i.e. χ ≤ 0) was 
predicted. Electron affinities, as measured by photoelectron spectroscopy, are therefore likely to be averaged values, which account for 
the impact of inhomogeneous surface termination due to patches of ether, carbonyl and hydroxyl moieties [94,121]. This results in 
some interesting effects, such as the inhomogeneity of Schottky barrier heights on O-diamond. As reported by Muret et al., the 
chemical evolution of the surface due to annealing (at T ≥ 350 ◦C) caused the ordinarily Fermi-level pinned O-diamond surface to 
undergo a large reduction in both barrier inhomogeneities and the magnitude of the barrier height [94]. This was later supported by 
other experimental work [121]. 

Unlike H-diamond, O-diamond is insulating in both vacuum and air, implying that charge transfer at the surface is not thermo-
dynamically spontaneous. The change in conductivity amid terminations has been widely reported in literature 
[53–55,57,59,60,97,98,123]. Ab-initio density-functional studies (DFT) of C(100) diamond surfaces provide a theoretical basis for the 
insulating characteristic of O-terminated diamond [73,75–77,122]. For instance, in simulated interactions between H-diamond and a 
surface-physiosorbed CO3H molecule, the density of states (DOS) for the H-diamond surface was significantly altered by the adsorbate 
molecule, whereas DOS for the O-terminated surface remained mostly unchanged [74]. In H-diamond with physiosorbed CO3H, 
shallow acceptor states at ~0.4 eV above the VBM appear. Liu et al. remarked that these states arise as a result of the interaction 
between the C–H σ-bond and non-bonded O 2p orbitals of the CO3H molecule [74]. Notably, these acceptor states were absent for the 
O-terminated diamond surface with physiosorbed CO3H; showing the surface adsorbate had no influence on the surface conductivity of 
the oxygenated diamond film. Other density-functional studies have also reported the lack of electron transfer between O-terminated 
diamond and compositionally variant atmospheric adlayers, underpinning its highly insulating behaviour. 

Diverse methods of oxidation for diamond surfaces have been reported, including thermal oxidation [124,125], hot-filament 
cracking [91,92], UV-ozone treatment [60,121,126,127], plasma exposure [119,127,128], chemical oxidation 
[116,121,127,129,130] and anodic electrochemical polarisation [127,131]. Comparative studies have shown that both the oxygen 
coverage (%) and its functional moiety are strongly dependent on the oxidation process used [121,127,129,132,133]. Generally, wet 
chemical oxidation methods have produced the highest surface oxygen concentrations at around ~10.2%. However, electrochemical 
oxidation has been shown to induce exceptionally high oxygen coverage (≥18%) [132]. 

Various other surface terminations have been explored on the diamond surface, such as fluorine termination (F-termination) and 
combinations of oxygen with light metals Li, Na, Mg, K and Cs [134]. Most notably, O’Donnell et al. predicted an oxygen-lithium 
terminated surface would yield a large NEA of 3.9 eV using DFT [135]. It was also proposed that the surface incorporation of light 
alkali metals such as Li and Mg onto the O-terminated surface would break C–O–C (ether) bonds in favour of stable C–O–X 
complexes (where X is either Mg or Li) [136]. The local potential environment induced by the Mg/Li adsorbate was hypothesised to 
induce a strong surface dipole, causing negative charge accumulation around the C–O orbitals and leaving a fractional positive charge 
at the oxygen-alkali site, thereby generating a NEA surface. Photoelectron yield and XPS studies have complemented O’Donnell’s 
theoretical work, demonstrating stable NEA surfaces for magnesium and lithium-adsorbed O-diamond [128,137]. Indeed, the 
magnesium-adsorbed O-diamond surface boasts the highest NEA measured to date at χ = − 2.01 eV, significantly higher than the NEA 
of a H-terminated surface. 

A large PEA of 2.56 eV has been reported for a plasma fluorinated diamond surface [138]. Other attempts at fluorinating diamond 
used atomic fluorine or molecular F2 in its gaseous phase [139–141]. Approaches using fluorine-containing plasmas have achieved 
success with CF4 [142–147], XeF2 [138,148], CHF3 and SF6 [149,150]. Wet-chemical fluorination techniques have also been reported 
to result in a high degree of surface coverage [151]. Ab-initio studies of the F-diamond surface have indicated that the C–F bond has 
ionic characteristics which produce a very strong and stable bonding configuration [152,153]. From quantum mechanical simulations 
and LEED patterns, the C(111) 1 × 1:F, C(111) 2 × 1:F and C(100) 2 × 1:F surface constructions have all demonstrated good stability 
[139,140]. 

In addition to electronic properties, changes in surface-termination can also drastically alter tribological and electrochemical 
parameters. Contact angle measurements are a popular technique to assess the hydrophobicity of a surface [154]. Essentially, the 
higher the contact angle the more hydrophobic the surface is, as water droplets tend to aggregate more closely. The mean contact angle 
is reported as 47.2◦ ± 4◦ for O-diamond, 81.3◦ ± 3◦ for H-diamond and 103◦ ± 1.1◦ for F-terminated diamond surfaces [154]. The high 
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hydrophobicity of the F-diamond surface makes it difficult for water-solvated molecules to adhere. This enhances its chemical 
inertness and results in favourable tribological properties [143,144,155,156]. Furthermore, the high charge-density at the F-diamond 
surface is postulated to cause an electrostatic screening effect for adsorbed molecules [153], which may explain the wide redox po-
tential windows observed for fluorinated boron-doped diamond electrodes relative to their hydrogenated counterparts [143,155,156]. 
The combination of chemical inertness, favourable tribological properties and a wide redox potential window have made fluorinated 
diamond attractive as an electrode material, although wider potential for electronic applications is yet untapped. 

From the above discussion, the highly complex nature of diamond surfaces is apparent when viewed from a topological and 
electrochemical perspective. Transfer doping is an intimately surface-bound process, whereby seemingly minute variations in surface 
conditions will drastically alter the electronic and chemical properties of diamond. 

4. Electron acceptor materials on hydrogen-terminated diamond 

Many reported works have attempted to replicate the diamond surface transfer doping effect observed under atmospheric con-
ditions, using engineered materials, lending us a greater understanding of the transfer doping process while also demonstrating the 
potential for greatly enhanced results in both conductivity and stability. The following section will discuss these efforts, organised as I. 
Molecular Species and II. Metal-Oxides. This is not to suggest that surface transfer doping of diamond can only be achieved by these 
two mediums. Rather, the majority of reported electron acceptor materials on H-diamond, to-date, can be described in this way. 

4.1. Molecular species 

A compilation of reported empirical conductivities for various molecular species on diamond is shown in Fig. 6. While by no means 
exhaustive, each reported alternative transfer doping species to-date is represented, to the best of our knowledge. For comparison, we 
have also included 13 points from our own data for air-induced doping taken from CVD (100) single crystal H-diamond samples 
exposed to atmosphere only. 

Doping by atmospheric molecules can be highly sporadic as seen in Fig. 6, with mobilities ranging from 20 to 100 cm2.V− 1S− 1 and 
typical carrier densities from 1 × 1012 – 1 × 1013 cm− 2 [157,158]. This is likely due to multiple, difficult to control variables such as 
diamond surface morphology, hydrogen coverage, contamination, the composition of the spontaneously occurring atmospheric ad-
sorbates, as well as variation in substrate composition and quality. While values for air-doped H-diamond vary, 2D carrier densities are 
seldom seen to surpass ~1 × 1013 cm− 2. 

The fullerene molecule C60 and its fluorinated variants (C60Fx,x = 18, 36, 48) were some of the first shown to be effective electron 
acceptors on H-diamond, due to their highly oxidising nature resulting in a high EA. Carrier concentrations in H-diamond generated 
from the deposition of fullerenes have been comparable to that of air exposure [98,159,160]. Strobel et al. deposited C60 onto both H- 
terminated and O-terminated diamond to demonstrate no conductivity increase would be observed without H-termination. Other 
molecules capable of inducing surface transfer doping have since been reported, including tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) 
[161]. For the fullerenes shown in Fig. 6 i.e. TNCQ and its fluorinated variants, a mobility of 70 cm2 V− 1 S− 1 was assumed by Qi et al. in 

Fig. 6. Compilation of carrier transport values reported in literature for different molecular species found to induce transfer doping of hydrogen- 
terminated diamond [65,118,160,162,167]. Values for carrier density, mobility and sheet resistance were extracted by Hall measurement, with the 
exception of TNCQ and its fluorinated variants. For these, a mobility of 70 cm2 V− 1 S− 1 was assumed by Qi et al. in order to estimate carrier densities 
from two-probe conductivity measurements [161]. 
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order to estimate carrier densities from two-probe conductivity measurements [161]. As such, these values were reported with a large 
margin of error yet remain comparable relative to each other in demonstrating potential as transfer dopants. 

As mentioned in Section 2, early theories regarding atmospheric transfer doping species speculated that hydronium cations arising 
from atmospheric water vapour were the primary air-borne surface acceptor species. Later work demonstrated the role of oxygen-ion 
acceptors and posited that the water adlayer only acted to mediate electron transfer. However, this has since been disputed by studies 
which discounted the effect of H2O entirely and found that high relative humidity in air may in fact decrease induced surface con-
ductivity [64]. Riedel et al. were among the first to report on the enhancement in surface conductivity of H-diamond upon ozone- 
exposure [60]. They established that the “re-activation” of annealed samples (at 250 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 750 ◦C) by ozone-exposure was 
necessary to observe surface conductivity. Several models were proposed to explain this: given that the oxidisation of the surface was 
below the detectable limits of XPS, it was assumed that less than ≤1% of the surface was O-terminated due to ozone exposure. While 
this is not enough to affect the energetics of charge transfer directly, i.e. 0.01 monolayer oxygen coverage does not significantly impact 
the ionisation potential of diamond, the ozone centres may act via a catalytic mechanism to speed up the kinetics of the electron 
transfer between the diamond surface and the ambient environment. A model was proposed whereby the ozone was posited to create 
localised bonding configurations that remove or lower the activation barriers for electron exchange and thereby assist in reintroducing 
the post-anneal surface conductivity [60]. 

The lowest sheet resistance reported to-date for an H-diamond surface is 719 Ω/□, by Sato et al. in 2013 [162]. This was achieved 
by exposing the H-diamond surface to highly concentrated NO2, resulting in carrier densities up to 1.5 × 1014 cm− 2. This experiment 
followed earlier work by Gi et al. [53,54], Hirama et al. [163], Kubovic et al. [63,64], and Kasu et al. [164] who all showed significant 
NO2-induced surface conductivity in H-diamond. Sato’s proposal [65,162] coincided with a detailed study by Takagi et al. [100] in 
which various air-borne species were investigated to determine their transfer doping capability, based on first-principles calculations 
and experimental measurements. H-terminated diamond exposed to NO2, O3, NO and SO2 was shown empirically to exhibit sub- 
surface conductivity, whereas exposure to N2O, CO2 and N2 had little or no effect in increasing conductivity. This result was 
compared with the electronic structure of each isolated molecule, which revealed that those with lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 
(LUMO) positioned at or below the H-terminated diamond VBM would induce surface transfer doping. Soon after, Kubovic et al. [63] 
corroborated Takagi’s findings by exposing the H-diamond surface to 1–5 ppm O3, NO2, NO and SO2; among these, they found that 
exposure to O3 resulted in the largest increase in carrier concentration and also exhibited good stability over time. However, it should 
be noted that only 5 ppm NO2 gas was used by Kubovic [63] in the preceding study, compared with 20,000 ppm NO2 used by Sato 
[162]. Using XPS spectra of O3 adsorbed H-diamond, Kubovic showed that the presence of ozone resulted in upward band bending, 
similar to a NO2 exposed H-diamond surface, and measured a 2D hole concentration of 7 × 1013 cm− 2 after 1 h of exposure to 1 ppm O3 
[63]. This was in-line with quantum mechanical studies by Petrini & Larsson which found a combination of oxonium ions (H3O+) and 
ozone (O3) solvated in the water adlayer on H-diamond predicted sheet carrier densities of ~1013 cm− 2 [75]. 

The sensitivity of transfer doping to surface conditions is further emphasized by the apparent dependence of the sheet carrier 
density (ρs) on the surface orientation. Hirama et al. noted the saturation carrier density (ρs,sat) appeared to be proportional to the C–H 
bond-density and proposed that this was due to negatively-charged adsorbates accumulating at the partially positive Hδ+ pole, thereby 
inducing hole-accumulation in the near-surface diamond to maintain charge neutrality [165]. Since the C–H bond density depends on 
the surface orientation, Hirama et al. used this model to explain why (111) surfaces with a C–H bond density of 1.82 × 1015 cm− 2 

exhibited half the sheet resistance and twice the ρs,sat of a (100) surface, which has a lower bond density of 1.58 × 1015 cm− 2 [165]. 
Sato et al. noted the same trend, i.e. that ρs,sat increased with higher C–H bond density, showing a dependence on surface orientation 
[65,162]. First principles computation by Takagi et al. demonstrated that the VBM for a (110) surface is closest to vacuum level 
(lowest IP), followed by (111) surfaces, and finally (100) surfaces. This follows from the fact that the C–H bond density for the (110) 
surface is 1.4 times that of the (100) surface and 1.2 times the (111) surface [100]. Sato et al. proposed that the higher valence-band 
edge for the (110) surface increases the energy deficit from the VBM to the LUMO of the adsorbate molecule, thereby causing steeper 
upward band bending and increased sheet hole density [162]. Kawarada et al. have also noted this difference in sheet hole density, 
finding the hole density of (111) and (110) surfaces was 30–50% higher than that of the (100) surface [166]. 

Geis et al. concluded a study in 2018 which examined the nature of NO2 induced transfer doping on H-diamond [167]. Charac-
terising diamond powder exposed to hydrogen plasma and subsequently NO2, they found no evidence of NO2

− on the diamond surface 
by means of infrared adsorption. Rather, NO3

− was abundantly present. From this they hypothesised a more complex interaction by 
which NO2 radicals form N2O4, which in turn produces NO3

− + NO with the aid of an electron transferred from the H-diamond surface. 
The generated NO3

− remains at the surface and maintains corresponding holes within the diamond. While stable in a dry N2 envi-
ronment, the NO3

− concentration was found to reduce once exposed to ambient air and thus the increased surface conductivity of the 
diamond was lost. This, naturally, poses the question of whether suitable encapsulation of the surface after NO2 exposure can maintain 
surface conductivity. Such an approach has met with success, as will be discussed in the next section [168]. Additionally, Geis et al. also 
noted the suppression of C–H optical absorption spectral features after NO2 exposure, indicating that between 25 and 75 % of H-atoms 
from the H-terminated diamond surface are removed by exposure to NO2 [167]. They proposed that the underlying mechanism for this 
may involve the breaking of the C–H bond to form HNO2, however the implications of possible H-removal from the surface remains 
unclear. 

4.2. Metal-oxides 

To improve stability of H-diamond surface conductivity, many solid encapsulation materials have been explored. Of these, metal- 
oxides have been most prevalent. A compilation of reported H-diamond conductivities when transfer-doped by various metal oxides is 
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shown in Fig. 7. Select transition metal oxides (TMOs) in particular have demonstrated to be effective transfer dopants of H-diamond 
due to their high EA. In 2013, Russell et al. reported on molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) induced transfer doping, which boosted carrier 
concentration of the diamond 2D hole gas (2DHG) by an order of magnitude [169]. This increase was systematically confirmed by Hall 
measurement and photoemission spectroscopy, revealing a clear charge separation across the diamond/MoO3 interface and saturating 
beyond 1.6 nm of deposited oxide. The band bending mechanism proposed to explain the 2DHG formation by a high EA material is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. With a suitably high EA, the surface electron acceptor CBM sits below the VBM of H-diamond. As the Fermi levels 
align, upwards band bending results in the formation of a 2DHG below the diamond surface. It is therefore expected that carrier 
concentration may scale with the relative magnitude of the surface acceptors’ EA. In 2014, Tordjman et al. also reported on MoO3 
induced transfer doping of H-diamond, with carrier densities up to ~1 × 1014 cm− 2 and proposed the same band bending mechanism 
driven by the large EA of MoO3 [170]. 

This work was soon followed by several other studies involving vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) [171,172], tungsten trioxide (WO3) 
[171,173], rhenium trioxide (ReO3) [173], niobium pentoxide (Nb2O5) [171] and chromium trioxide (CrO3) [174]. Some of the lowest 
sheet resistances reported to-date have been demonstrated by MoO3, V2O5 and WO3 with carrier densities in excess of 1 × 1014 cm− 2 

[170,171,173]. High-temperature stability has also been shown for V2O5 and MoO3 up to 300 ◦C [157], and ReO3 up to 400 ◦C [173]. 
TMOs therefore arguably present a more attractive electron acceptor solution compared to molecular species such as C60 or NO2, due to 
their greater stability across a wider temperature range and the reliably high carrier concentrations they generate, driven by a solid 
material with controllable properties. Despite this, the high EA of some TMO materials has shown to be sensitive to environmental 
conditions, due to their hygroscopic nature [175]. Tordjman et al. likewise commented on the importance of MoO3 oxidation in 
preserving its high EA for maximising charge transfer [170]. Encapsulation and hence passivation of some of these materials using 
more inert dielectric layers has demonstrated a route to preserve both atmospheric and thermal stability, however [157]. Similarly, 
thermal desorption of atmospheric adsorbates from the diamond surface prior to TMO deposition has been shown to improve stability 
over time [157]. A simulation study of MoO3 and V2O5 induced H-diamond transfer doping was reported by McGhee et al., using DFT 
[176]. Their theoretical results showed a clear shift in the VBM of H-diamond interfaced with either MoO3 or V2O5, driven by electron 
transfer between the diamond and surface bound material. In particular, they highlight the importance of the metal-oxide’s oxygen 
incorporation, proposing the majority of transferred charge migrates to oxygen atoms within the TMO. 

The use of a solid electron acceptor medium to induce a 2DHG below the H-diamond surface, such as MoO3, poses the question of 
possible parallel conduction through the oxide layer as a result of transferred electrons from the diamond valence band. The 
assumption has been that the oxide, reported to be highly insulating, does not possess a coherent band structure capable of supporting 
carrier transport [169,170,172,177]. The resulting Hall coefficient and positive polarity of the Hall voltage from empirical mea-
surements suggests this to be the case. However, the effect of much larger electric field strengths (such as in power devices) on the 
oxide’s donated electrons is yet to be reported. As will be discussed further in Section 6, some early H-diamond electronic devices 
fabricated with TMO materials have not yet shown this to be an issue [177,178]. 

Metal oxides such as MoO3 are known to be highly oxidising and could possibly result in additional chemical interactions with the 
diamond C–H surface. The relatively simplified charge transfer model shown in Fig. 8 assumes no chemical reaction between the H- 
terminated diamond and the overlaying metal-oxide, and therefore may need additional consideration. Some reports have suggested 
that, much like NO2-doped diamond, oxygen atoms in metal-oxides may participate in a complex interaction with the H-diamond 
surface to induce surface conductivity [16,179–181]. Along with earlier data from Riedel et al. [60], which was discussed in the 
previous section, work by Oing et al. has suggested that H-diamond surface conductivity may benefit from a small proportion of O- 
termination (<2.2%) [180]. The formation of intermediate C–O–H complexes and the importance of their role in inducing surface 

Fig. 7. Compilation of carrier transport values reported in literature for different solid oxide materials found to induce transfer doping of hydrogen- 
terminated diamond [114,157,169,171,172,173,185]. Values for carrier density, mobility and sheet resistance were extracted by Hall measurement. 
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conductivity has been speculated. This calls into question the completeness of the classical surface transfer doping model which 
postulates a semiconductor-insulator material matrix that interacts electronically, but not chemically. Nonetheless, the strong rela-
tionship between the induced sheet carrier density and the magnitude of the difference between the diamond bandgap and the EA of 
deposited metal-oxide has experimentally suggested the standard transfer doping model still holds [171]. TMOs such as V2O5 and WO3 
are also electrochromic, adapting their optical properties in the presence of high electric fields [182]. It remains to be seen whether this 
property will be detrimental to electronic applications, yet preliminary evidence from field effect transistor (FET) devices fabricated 
with V2O5 suggest this may not be an issue at lower field strengths [177,183]. 

Prior to the work on high EA TMOs, in 2012 Hiraiwa et al. reported on use of Al2O3 as a means to encapsulate and stabilise surface 
conductivity in H-diamond [184]. This was reportedly achieved by incorporating H2O as an oxidant to the atomic layer deposition 
(ALD) process of Al2O3. A follow-up paper showed excellent thermal stability using the same technique, while maintaining comparable 
carrier densities to that typically observed for air-induced doping of H-diamond [185]. Al2O3 has also been proposed to encapsulate H- 
diamond post-exposure to NO2. In this approach, the diamond 2DHG is initially generated in-situ by exposure to NO2 and then sta-
bilised before exposure to atmosphere by encapsulation with a layer of ALD Al2O3. Both approaches to Al2O3 encapsulation have 
demonstrated excellent thermal and ambient stability [184,185]. Additionally, Al2O3 is an established surface dielectric material with 
the potential to withstand the high electric fields generated in high-power devices. 

Al2O3 itself does not possess a particularly high EA, however, as illustrated in Fig. 9, wherein a comparison of the CBM for TMO 
materials in relation to the diamond bandgap is presented. High EA TMO materials have their CBM positioned well below the VBM of 
H-diamond as required by the transfer doping model to instigate charge transfer from the diamond valence band. Yet, Al2O3 appears 
capable of initiating transfer doping of H-diamond without the intentional introduction of species to the diamond:oxide interface (such 
as NO2 or H2O) [171]. As such, the mechanism by which Al2O3 acts to induce surface conductivity in H-diamond has been somewhat 
debated. Possible explanations include charged defect sites within the Al2O3 acting as acceptor states or potentially an effect of the 
precursors involved in the ALD of Al2O3 [186]. 

Fig. 8. Energy band diagram illustrating the formation of a two-dimensional hole gas in hydrogen-terminated diamond when in contact with a high 
electron affinity material. Driven by the relative electron affinity of the surface acceptor, thermodynamically favourable charge transfer to the 
surface material results in upward band bending. 

Fig. 9. Electron affinities of various metal-oxides relative to the bandgap of diamond [169,171,172–174]. On the left: hydrogen-terminated, ox-
ygen-terminated and the ‘clean’ non-terminated diamond bandgaps are represented. On the right: the conduction band minima of various metal- 
oxides relative to vacuum energy. All oxides shown, apart from Al2O3, have their conduction band minima positioned energetically below the 
valence band maxima of hydrogen-terminated diamond. 
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As demonstrated by Kawarada et al. [166] and later supported by Yang et al. [187], air-exposure is not critical to achieving 
conductivity in H-diamond with an Al2O3 overlayer. This suggests that Al2O3 can play a role in the charge-transfer mechanism in 
addition to merely encapsulating molecular acceptor species on the H-diamond surface. However, hydrogen plasma exposure post- 
Al2O3 deposition was necessary in one study to induce charge transfer [187]. Several models have been proposed to explain this. 
Kawarada et al. commented on the large valence band off-set between H-diamond and Al2O3, proposing that unoccupied levels within 
the bandgap of Al2O3 may exist below the valence band edge of H-diamond [188]. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 10, and possible 
candidates for these states are described here [189]. Ren et al. reported XPS measurements for H-diamond encapsulated with ALD 
grown Al2O3 [190]. A large band off-set of 3.3 eV was observed, while the O/Al ratio of the Al2O3 film suggested the presence of 
interstitial oxygen and aluminium vacancy defects which may act as electron acceptors below the H-diamond VBM. To the best of our 
knowledge, Al2O3 transfer doping of diamond has been almost entirely demonstrated by ALD grown films. Verona et al. reported 
transfer doping of H-diamond using Al2O3 deposited by electron-beam evaporation [171]. However, they observed sheet resistances 
several times greater (~40 kΩ/□) than that reported for H-diamond with ALD Al2O3 [185]. 

Expository work conducted by Yang et al. utilised in-situ XPS to elucidate the nature of defects in Al2O3 and proposed an “interface 
model” to explain the observed results [187]. They reported that the surface conductivity and upward band bending of air-exposed H- 
diamond was initially reduced upon deposition of a ~2 nm Al2O3 layer by plasma-enhanced ALD (PEALD). In prior studies, it was 
demonstrated that the oxygen plasma used during the PEALD process may introduce a concentration of defects or interstitial oxygen 
atoms which act as electron acceptors (traps) in the near-interface oxide layer [191,192]. Purportedly, these defects result in a negative 
charge layer proximal to the H-diamond:oxide interface, and thereby induce positive charge compensating ionised impurities in the 
interface layer. The resultant dipole leads to an upward energy shift across the diamond:oxide interface, and consequently downward 
band bending was observed at the H-diamond surface (i.e. a higher C1s binding energy). Annealing the samples to 500 ◦C post- 
deposition reduced the observed band-shift, which could be explained by the thermal diffusion and desorption of oxygen-induced 
defect sites. After deposition of the ~2 nm PEALD of Al2O3, the samples were exposed to a hydrogen plasma at 500 ◦C. The 
hydrogen plasma was shown to modify the interface layer and restore the upward band bending and surface hole accumulation. 
Evidently, the effect of hydrogen plasma exposure was diametrically opposed to the effect of oxygen plasma exposure. It was therefore 
proposed that the hydrogen plasma introduced donor-like defects in the near-interface oxide layer, i.e. defects of the opposing polarity 
to the oxygen plasma. The accumulation of these positively ionised impurities in the near-interface oxide induces compensatory 
negative charges in the interface layer, thereby restoring the upward band bending. Notably, this configuration of H-diamond/thin- 
Al2O3 was found to be stable during a 500 ◦C anneal. Yang et al. subsequently proceeded with a second Al2O3 PEALD process and noted 
that once again the donor-like defects introduced in prior steps by the hydrogen plasma were removed and replaced by acceptor-like 
defects as a result of oxygen plasma exposure, mimicking what was previously observed [187]. The negatively ionized impurities in the 
interface layer were also replaced by positively charged ions. This was demonstrated by a 1.2 eV shift of the Al 2p core levels towards a 
lower binding energy. Intuitively, this should be accompanied by a complementary shift of the C1s levels to a higher binding energy 
(indicating downward band bending at the H-surface), yet this was not observed. Presumably the pre-existing Al2O3 overlayer pre-
vented the necessary interface modifications, and charge accumulation was minimally affected by the oxygen plasma in subsequent 
PEALD cycles. 

In a computational study, Wu et al. modelled the electronic properties of various possible interface types between overlaying 
Al2O3/C (100) surfaces, i.e. depending on whether Al or O interact with the diamond lattice at the heterointerface [193]. Calculated 
DOS showed 2DHG behaviour appearing at the C–Al interface with a hole density of 1013 cm− 2, which agrees well with experimental 
results. This is distinct from the “interface model” proposed by Yang et al.[187]: instead of the electric field-effect induced by defect 
sites, the formation of hybridized bonding states between the C 2p and Al 3p orbitals was suggested. These hybridized bonding states 
lie below the valence band of the H-terminated diamond surface, with a large valence band offset of 4.2 eV for the C:H–Al interface. 
Surface conductivity was therefore attributed to electron transfer from the diamond valence band to these hybridized states. Given that 
the C–Al bond is ½ an electron deficient, the C–Al bond is unsaturated and may accept transferred electrons. 

Geis et al. reported a low sheet resistance of 1.5 kΩ/□ for H-diamond coated with a mixed metal-oxide, proposing a charge transfer 
model driven by the acidic properties of the metal-oxide and density of surface states acting as electron traps [179]. Experimentally 

Fig. 10. Illustration of band off-set between hydrogen-terminated diamond and ALD Al2O3 showing point defects within the oxide bandgap 
initiating charge accumulation, proposed to explain the formation of a two-dimensional hole gas within hydrogen-terminated diamond [188]. 
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they produced three H-diamond substrates, of which two were coated with ALD grown Al2O3-SiO2. All three samples exhibited a sheet 
resistance of ~6 kΩ/□ or lower. The air-exposed sample (without Al2O3-SiO2 deposition) had the highest and most unstable sheet 
resistance above 6 kΩ/□. Of the Al2O3-SiO2 coated samples, one was stored in dry N2 for 2.6 days, during which time it showed a stable 
resistance of ~5 kΩ/□, which then decreased to 3.5 kΩ/□ upon air-exposure. The other sample was air-exposed immediately after 
Al2O3-SiO2 deposition and showed a dramatic drop in sheet resistivity from 3.5 kΩ/□ to 1.5 kΩ/□ after 20 min of ambient air 
exposure. Although a reaction pathway exists for Al2O3-SiO2 to induce surface conductivity in H-diamond despite the absence of air- 
exposure, it was proposed that the catalytic effect of oxygen (in air) enhanced the electromotive potential of Al2O3-SiO2 to 6.45 eV and 
thereby generated a significantly lower diamond sheet resistance [194,195]. 

While neither SiO2 nor Al2O3 are strong acids or have a high density of surface states that may act as electron traps, the Al2O3-SiO3 
complex is a strong acid with a high surface state density. In quantum chemical computations, Kawakami et al. established that the 
SiOH2 site acts as a Bronsted acid (H + donor), dissociating via the reaction pathway: SiOH2 ─> SiOH + H+ [196]. In the dielectric 
complex, Al atoms can displace Si atoms in the SiO2 lattice, occupying a tetrahedral site surrounded by four O-atoms. Ordinarily, Al 
only has three valence electrons but can acquire an extra electron (acting as an electron-accepting Lewis acid) when in this config-
uration. Evidently, the proposed transfer doping mechanism in this case is markedly different from the induced-defects model for ALD 
Al2O3, wherein oxygen exposure negatively impacted surface conductivity. 

The transfer doping models presented in this section can be broadly categorised as: (a) the classical transfer doping model which 
assumes non-bonding diamond/metal-oxide interfaces where charge-transfer is simply a consequence of favourable band-energetics, 
(b) models which propose that the electric field-effect of charged interface states shifts the valence band of diamond, resulting in hole 
accumulation at the valence-band edge, and (c) models which suggest the formation of hybridised bonding orbitals between the 
diamond surface and overlaying materials. The role of surface species is crucial in all three models, however, at present it is difficult to 
describe a single electron exchange mechanism which explains all experimental and theoretical observations comprehensively. That 
multiple distinct mechanisms of electron exchange may exist, is certainly possible. 

5. Electronic properties 

Once established, the 2DHG of transfer-doped H-diamond is in itself a fascinating and important area of inquiry. The following 
section discusses observed carrier transport behaviour in transfer-doped H-diamond, as well as the distinct, yet important, aspect of 
forming external electrical contact to the then established sub-surface conductive channel. 

5.1. Carrier transport 

High hole and electron mobilities have previously been reported for intrinsic bulk diamond, by TOF measurement [26–28]. Yet, 
mobility values for surface transfer-doped H-diamond have seldom exceeded 300 cm2 V− 1 S− 1 and have been reported as low as 3 cm2 

V− 1 S− 1 [197]. The observed mobility values tend to have a strong correlation with carrier concentration, suggesting a dominant 
inverse relationship between the two. This trend can be seen in Fig. 7, as mobility tends to decrease when carrier density increases. As 
part of the classical surface transfer doping process, the holes generated within diamond by electrons departing to energy states 
provided by a surface acceptor material is expected to form a 2DHG in close proximity to the interface, confined by the balanced 
presence of corresponding charge in the acceptor material [198]. Studies into the nature of this 2DHG and properties of the carrier 
transport has been an evolving topic. 

Nebel et al. reported on low temperature Hall measurements (70–200 K) for air-doped H-diamond layers and showed evidence of a 
narrow hole accumulation layer at the valence band edge [199]. On the basis of Kelvin force and Hall effect measurements, they 
concluded that surface conduction was “disorder dominated”, with a high density of surface states and scattering sites that resulted in 
short-range potential fluctuations [35]. The origin of this disorder was attributed to imperfect H-termination and high surface 
roughness. They also observed “carrier freeze-out” at temperatures below 70 K; a phenomenon which occurs when the sheet carrier 
density collapses below a critical temperature. This bolstered the idea that holes in H-diamond were confined to localised states which 
exist at energies near the valence-band minima, akin to the Anderson-Mott mobility edge model. 

The Anderson model [200], later modified by Mott [201–203], predicts a thermal activation barrier to conductivity due to 
microscopic inhomogeneities in the surface potential inducing carrier localisation. As one may intuit, the effect of random surface 
potential variations is to smear the energetic continuum of the valence and conduction band edges, leaving localised low-energy states 
and delocalised higher energy states. Mott introduced the concept of a “mobility edge”, i.e. a boundary energy EME, above which the 
wavefunctions of the carriers span the extent of the quantum well, propagating freely. Below EME, carriers move sluggishly between 
localised states through phonon-assisted tunneling – a mechanism known as variable-range hopping, which causes a strong 
temperature-conductivity dependence as the generation of phonons increases. Above a critical temperature (i.e. when the Fermi-level 
EF ≥ EME), holes acquire sufficient thermal energy to excite into delocalised states which span across the 2D-quantum well, thereby 
establishing metallic conduction. The model therefore predicts a thermally activated conductivity (measured in Ω− 1 cm− 1) mecha-
nism, with the critical thermal activation energy decreasing as the carrier concentration increases: a trend corroborated by the results 
of Nebel’s study [199]. Furthermore, carrier concentration was predicted to be thermally activated as well, which was used to explain 
why the sheet carrier densities of the samples fell sharply when below a temperature of 70 K, as holes became confined to localised 
states below a critical temperature. Weak temperature dependent decline in mobility was observed for intermediate temperatures 
between 200 K and 330 K, attributed to mechanisms such as phonon-induced, impurity and surface roughness scattering. However, 
mobility was not considered to be thermally activated. 
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A study by J. Garrido et al. reconsidered the mobility-edge model [204]. In contrast to Nebel’s results [199], they observed no 
carrier freeze-out down to temperatures as low as 30 K. Additionally, they observed that while carrier concentration was not thermally 
activated in their samples, both conductivity and mobility exhibited thermal-activation. This was in contrast to predictions from the 
Anderson-Mott model [200–203]. They instead adopted a “percolation theory” model pioneered by Arnold [205–207], who proposed 
the coexistence of metallic and thermally-activated conduction over a multitude of carrier concentrations, instead of a strict transition 
from one to the other across the mobility-edge as assumed by the Anderson-Mott model. Arnold’s percolation model proposed that 
carrier transport in a strongly localised system is a “combination of percolation around, scattering from, and thermal emission over 
random potential barriers” [205–207]. Long-range potential fluctuations (due to the accumulation of charged adsorbates at the sur-
face) induce a macroscopically inhomogeneous transport channel, wherein the position of the Fermi level EF varies from EF ≥ EME (in 
metallic regions) to EF < EME (in insulating regions). Within this paradigm, it becomes erroneous to describe the energy of the 2D 
system as being above or below a fixed mobility-edge, since it can simultaneously be both in different regions. At low carrier con-
centrations, the metallic-like regions are isolated from each other by insulating regions, and conduction occurs by thermal activation of 
carriers over the potential barriers that separate these regions. This explained why conductivity at low carrier concentrations appears 
to be thermally activated. As the carrier concentration increases, the metallic regions become larger and the potential barriers begin to 
shrink. The “percolation threshold” for a 2D system occurs when the fraction of the metallic regions equals the fraction of the insulating 
region (ε). At this threshold, continuous percolation pathways are established between the metallic regions, circumventing the po-
tential barriers. As per Arnold [205–207], for materials with a high carrier concentration (ε ≤ 0.5), at low temperatures conductivity 
saturates to a value independent of temperature, relying entirely on percolation paths. This deviates from the exponentially thermally 
activated behaviour observed for low carrier concentrations. At very high carrier concentrations (ε ≪ 0.5), the metallic regions en-
velope most of the surface and conduction ideally becomes entirely temperature independent. 

Differing from Arnold’s original model, Garrido et al. proposed that at low temperatures and carrier concentrations, variable-range 
hopping becomes the dominant conduction mechanism: i.e. the conductivity and mobility do not appear to saturate to a constant 
minimum value but continue to fall as T− 1/3 [204]. Therefore, Garrido’s percolation model predicts the following behaviours: (i) as the 
carrier concentration decreases, thermally-activated mechanisms become dominant with an exponential temperature dependence for 
conductivity and mobility at low temperatures, (ii) above the percolation threshold (ε ≤ 0.5, high carrier concentration) conductivity 
and mobility show decreased temperature dependence and transport occurs primarily through conductive percolation channels, 
however, (iii) below the percolation threshold and at low temperatures, phonon assisted variable-range hopping prevails. 

As with any semiconducting material, the mobility of majority carriers in diamond is influenced by their effective mass, which 
makes the band-structure of diamond important to a complete analysis. From ab-initio calculations [35,208] and confirmatory 
cyclotron resonance experiments [28], we know that the three uppermost valence bands in diamond have their maxima at the Γ point 
of the Brillouin zone. The two upper bands, named the heavy-hole and light-hole bands, are degenerate at the Γ point, while the split- 
off band is located 6 meV below them. The small energy difference between the two-fold degenerate heavy hole & light hole bands and 
the split-off band is unique to diamond, with much larger values being observed for other semiconductors [35]. This implies that the 
hole population in the split-off band is more probable for diamond than other semiconductors [35]. For temperatures >70 K, the 
ambient thermal energy is sufficient to allow for carriers to move freely between these bands, and all three bands can be considered 
degenerate at the Γ point, however for low temperatures the distinction becomes important. Using a Schrödinger-Poisson solver, 
Peterson et al. [35] treated all three bands separately to conduct an in-depth analysis of mobility limiting mechanisms for holes in H- 
diamond and found that their results agreed broadly with Garrido et al. [204]. 

Peterson et al. [35] proposed a similar percolation framework, whereby they hypothesized that holes in the 2D well percolate 
around long-range potential fluctuations induced by (i) negatively charged surface acceptors and (ii) ‘C–H disorder’, defined later in 
the text. A key observation from this study was that despite similar sheet carrier densities, samples may exhibit dissimilar behaviour 
with regards to their conductivities and mobilities. For instance, two of the samples utilised in the study (labelled as A and C) showed 
very similar carrier densities (~5 × 1012 cm− 2), however exhibited drastically different thermal-activation energies for conductivity 
and mobility, with sample C showing a much higher activation threshold. By considering the fact that pre-Al2O3 encapsulation, sample 
A had a four-fold higher carrier density than sample C, in conjunction with the corollary that sheet carrier density is proportional to the 
C–H bond density, it appears that sample C has a much lower C–H dipole density than sample A. Under the percolation framework, 
this implies that holes would have to percolate around a higher density of insulating regions in sample C compared with sample A (εC >

εA), thereby causing sample C to have a higher thermal activation energy despite a similar sheet carrier density. According to Peterson 
et al. [35], myriad variations in surface morphology may contribute to local variations in surface potential and introduce additional 
scattering mechanisms; these include non-homogenous distributions of surface acceptors due to inconsistencies in H-termination, 
erratic termination moieties and variations in surface reconstruction. Cumulatively, Peterson et al. have referenced to these effects as 
‘C–H disorder’, however their exact impact on mobility remains to be explored [35]. 

Peterson et al. also commented on the impact of separation between the surface acceptors and the induced carrier density, finding 
an exponential dependence of the surface impurity scattering rate on the separation distance [35]. A theoretical study of the 2DHG has 
proposed surface impurity scattering to be the dominant mobility limiting mechanism [209], a conclusion also supported by 
[35,114,210–212]. This suggests it may be possible to boost mobility significantly by increasing the separation between the 2DHG and 
negative charge at the surface. Such a separation could potentially lead to a loss in carrier density, however. 

Surface transfer doping of diamond with air exposure has made variable temperature measurements challenging, due to the ease 
with which atmospheric molecules on the diamond surface can be disrupted. Demonstrations of solid surface electron acceptor me-
diums such as TMOs and Al2O3 have enabled further investigation of electronic properties across a wide temperature range. Xing et al. 
reported a weak temperature dependence for both MoO3 and V2O5 doped diamond, observing 2D Fermionic liquid behaviour down to 
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250 mK [213,214]. Between 20 K and 300 K, both carrier density and sheet resistance as extracted from Hall bar measurements 
remained relatively constant, showing little evidence of carrier “freeze-out”. This is consistent with aforementioned results from 
Garrido et al. [204] and Peterson et al. [35], however conflicts with work from Nebel et al. [199]. From a transfer doping perspective, 
the absence of thermal dependence on the generation of carriers in TMO transfer-doped diamond would be expected, as activation 
energy is not a component of the proposed interfacial electron exchange model (Fig. 8). The same should hold for elevated temper-
atures at which, due to diamond’s ultra-wide bandgap, the influence of additional thermally activated carriers for a transfer-doped 
system with no intentional impurity doping will be minimal. This relative temperature insensitivity further enhances the appeal of 
transfer-doped diamond as a semiconductor for robust electronic applications. These effects can be observed in [157], where sheet 
resistance for MoO3 and V2O5 doped H-diamond under low vacuum remained relatively stable up to 573 K, suggesting a somewhat 
temperature agnostic doping system. Tordjman et al. reported an increase in mobility at temperatures up to 700 K for ReO3 doped H- 
diamond, resulting in a significant conductivity increase while carrier density remained mostly stable [173]. Improved carrier mobility 
at elevated temperatures is highly uncommon for semiconductors due to phonon scattering. Tordjman et al. suggested a transition in 
the crystalline structure of ReO3 at high temperatures may result in the formation of an emerging 3-dimensional channel with reduced 
screening from the diamond:TMO interface, contributing to the high-temperature mobility enhancement [173]. 

Effects of surface roughness on carrier transport were investigated by Wade et al., who reported an increased carrier concentration 
for rougher H-diamond surfaces when exposed to NO2, measured for surfaces ranging from 5 nm to 450 nm root mean square deviation 
roughness (Rq) [215]. While increased surface area would intuitively suggest increased charge transfer per lateral unit area, their 
results suggest the increased area would not account for the increased carrier concentration seen. Instead, they propose steps and/or 
ridges in the topology of the diamond surface offer ideal reactive sites for NO2 molecules to initiate charge transfer. A general trend of 
reduced sheet resistance for rougher H-diamond surfaces has also been reported by Crawford et al. [114]. This study of carrier 
transport for nominally identical etched diamond surfaces, exposed to varied hydrogen plasma power densities, observed lower sheet 
resistance for rougher surfaces (Rq = 1.6 nm) when compared to smoother surfaces (Rq = 0.3 nm), transfer-doped by MoO3. However, 
in this case the improved conductivity appeared to be due to increased mobility. It was therefore speculated that this may have been 
due to removal of defect sites on the diamond surface, improved hydrogen coverage or perhaps increased average separation between 
the 2DHG and negative surface charge. 

As iterated in the preceding discussion, improvements in substrate quality have allowed for low disorder diamond surfaces wherein 
metallic conduction prevails over hopping between localised states, even at very low temperatures. The quasi two-dimensional nature 
of the hole-accumulation layer in transfer-doped diamond is increasingly supported by literature, with low disorder surfaces allowing 
for the direct observation of extended 2D states and phase coherent quantum transport phenomena [216–218]. Early indications of 2D 
confinement came from electron field emission measurements on conductive, air-exposed H-diamond which showed discrete jumps in 
the emitted current density with increasing extraction electric field [219,220]. The stepwise emission current indicated that a 2D 
nanoscale quantum well with discrete energy levels exists in near-surface H-diamond; Gan et al. were able to reproduce the emission 
current profiles for air-exposed H-diamond samples computationally by assuming a triangular quantum well with a width of 4.9 nm 
and a depth of 115 meV, which is comparable to predictions using the Nernst equation [58,219]. Using self-consistent Poisson- 

Fig. 11. Schematic of the asymmetrical triangular quantum well (QW) with discretized energy levels (E0-E1) formed at the surface of hydrogen- 
terminated diamond. The depth (d) and the width (w) of the QW have been reported to be between 100 and 300 meV and 1–5 nm for air- 
doped hydrogen-terminated diamond, with a hole sheet carrier density between 1012–1013 cm− 2 [58,216–221,225]. As the carrier density in-
creases, the confining potential becomes sharper, leading to a narrower and deeper QW. The green dashed line shows the effect that an external 
electrical field, perpendicular to the surface, has on the shape of the QW. Without an applied field, the QW contains one discretized energy level 
represented as E0. As the QW widens under the influence of an external field, it accommodates more levels [219]. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Schrödinger calculations in conjunction with Kelvin-probe and Hall effect measurements, Nebel et al. have also modelled a triangular 
potential well with a depth of 237 meV and a width of 2.7 nm [221]. 

The two-dimensional carrier confinement in diamond also leads to interesting spin properties for the holes. Generally, spin-orbit 
interactions in solids can be classified as symmetry independent and symmetry dependent. Symmetry independent spin-orbit in-
teractions stem from intrinsic atomic orbitals, and scale with the atomic number of an element [222]; consequently, carbon has small 
intrinsic spin-orbit splitting – in fact, the smallest among all elements, next to boron. On the other hand, symmetry-dependent spin 
orbit coupling in semiconductors is driven primarily by two contributions: (i) the Dresselhaus effect [223] caused by inversion 
asymmetry in the crystal lattice or (ii) the Rashba effect [224] caused by the asymmetry imposed by an electric field perpendicular to 
the surface. For H-diamond, the Dresselhaus effect is small given the inherent inversion symmetry of the bulk crystal lattice, which is 
broken only at the surface. Conversely, the Rashba effect in H-diamond is much more pronounced; electron acceptors at the surface 
generate a strong electric field perpendicular to the plane of the 2D hole-accumulation layer, which creates a highly asymmetrical (and 
approximately triangular) confining potential, as illustrated in Fig. 11. This electric field is extremely strong (>3.4 × 106 V/cm) for 
high hole densities (ρ > 1013 cm− 2) and confines carriers to within a few nanometres of the surface [216,217,219,221,225]. It has 
therefore been proposed that the Rashba effect is the dominant mechanism in H-diamond which drives the spin-orbit interaction 
[216,217,225]. Magnetoresistance data offers important insight into the spin-orbit interaction strength of the diamond 2DHG and 
indicates whether holes experience weak localisation or weak antilocalisation effects. Quantum systems with strong spin-orbit 
coupling exhibit weak antilocalisation, a phase coherent backscattering mechanism which results in a positive correction to the 
Drude conductivity (i.e. lower net resistivity) [226]. Low-temperature magnetoresistance measurements by Akhghar et al. reported 
weak antilocalisation in transfer-doped diamond, which manifests as a cusp in the magnetoresistance curves at zero-applied magnetic 
fields (B = 0) and is a characteristic signature of strong spin-orbit coupling [216,225]. The spin-orbit splitting was subsequently 
deduced from the Drude correction to conductivity, in an approach outlined by Winkler et al. [227]. Furthermore, using an elec-
trostatic gate with an ionic-liquid dielectric architecture, Akhghar et al. attempted to apply gated control to the spin-orbit interaction 
in the H-diamond 2DHG by modulating the hole concentration and therefore the magnitude of the confining potential [216]. They 
found that the spin-orbit splitting was tuneable over a five-fold dynamic range from 4.6 to 24.5 meV by linearly varying the sheet hole 
density [216]. These values for spin-orbit splitting are higher than those reported thus far for 2D hole systems in other semiconductors 
[228,229]. In 2020, Xing et al. [230] also demonstrated control over the spin-orbit splitting in H-diamond using a solid-state V2O5/ 
Al2O3 bilayer gate stack; offering a pragmatic alternative to the ionic-liquid gate architectures proposed previously by Akghar et al. 
[216] which require continuous temperature cycling. In a subsequent study, Akhghar et al. also quantified the g-factor for carriers in 
the diamond 2DHG, a gyromagnetic parameter which characterises the coupling strength of hole spins to an external magnetic field 
[217]. They derived a hole g-factor of 2.6 ± 0.1, which is lower than that reported for other 2D hole systems [231,232]. Collectively, 
these studies demonstrate the ability to tune the spin-orbit interaction in H-diamond, which combined with the relatively mature 
nanofabrication technology for diamond FETs, warrants cautious optimism towards achieving spin-coherent transport devices. 

It is evident from this section that both the induction of the sheet hole-accumulation and its transport properties exhibit complex 
quantum interactions, with most prevailing transport models falling short of explaining all experimental observations. The collective 
results from each of these independent studies suggest that variations in the chemistry and morphology of the diamond surface (gross 
or indeed subtle [233]) may play a crucial role in the transfer doping process and further complicate the simplified and currently 
widely accepted model. 

5.2. Electrical contacts to diamond 

A Schottky barrier is formed at the interface between a metal and semiconductor material. The Schottky barrier height (SBH, ϕB) is 
often considered to be governed by the Schottky-Mott relationship: ϕB = ϕM − χ, coined in 1939 [234,235], which predicts a direct 
dependence of the SBH on the work-function ϕM of the contacting metal; this dependence is parametrically defined as S =

∂ϕB
∂ϕM

= 1. 
However, this is often unsupported by available experimental data which has repeatedly shown real contacts to have an S-parameter 
less than unity, i.e. S =

∂ϕB
∂ϕM

≤ 1. Experimental work has frequently shown that the SBH is varyingly insensitive to the work-function of 
the contact metal [94,236–241]; this effect is due to “Fermi level pinning” of a semiconductor surface, caused by surface states 
providing energy levels within the bandgap which “pin” the Fermi level. The disagreement of the Schottky-Mott relationship with 
empirical measurement is unsurprising, as it relies on assumptions which do not hold at a microscopic level. For instance, at the metal- 
semiconductor interface energy bands are assumed to have a discontinuous long-range order, however a more microscopic view shows 
that the rapidly varying short-range crystal potential remains continuous, to satisfy Poisson’s equation [237,242]. The band-structure 
at the interface does not abruptly change from metallic to semiconducting, rather, there is a finite distance over which this change 
evolves. 

Two predominant strategies have emerged in forming low resistance ohmic metal contacts to the 2DHG of transfer-doped H- 
diamond. In 1994, Aoki et al. investigated the properties of as-grown CVD diamond surfaces in contact with various metals [243]. 
Their findings showed a strong correlation between interfacial SBH and the work-function of the deposited metal on H-diamond. This 
was attributed to the low density of states provided by H-termination, which allows a diamond surface sensitive to metal work-function 
by reducing Fermi level pinning. From this, the SBH can be modulated by the relative work-function of the contact metal following the 
traditional Schottky-Mott relationship. High work-function metals have thus demonstrated linear ohmic response on H-diamond, 
while low work-function metals have been used to produce contacts with large Schottky barriers [244]. 

Alternatively, carbide interfaces can also be formed on diamond in a similar fashion to silicide formation in Si MOS technology. 
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Greatly improved mechanical strength is a particular advantage of this approach, as well as suitability for higher temperature oper-
ation. However, a high thermal anneal step of 400–600 ◦C and above is required to form the carbide [245,246]. H-termination is also 
not a prerequisite for successful carbide formation, yet hydrogen plasma exposure at high temperatures has been shown as a means to 
simultaneously achieve both H-termination of the diamond surface and form a carbide beneath contacts [247]. Fig. 12 shows a cross 
section illustration of both contact types as described by [245]. 

Au has been the most commonly used ohmic contact on H-diamond due to its high work-function and ease of deposition, with 
reported contact resistances (Rc) varying from as low as 0.9 Ω.mm to an order of magnitude higher and above [177,178,248–250]. This 
variation is likely due to differences in surface conditions and coverage of hydrogen between diamond substrates, which will alter the 
barrier height and introduce trap states [243,244]. Ag, Cu, Ir, Pt and Pd have also been shown to produce an ohmic response on the H- 
diamond surface [251–255]. The most common carbide-based contact reported is TiC, with Rc values varying around 9 Ω.mm [245]. 
Jingu et al. also demonstrated a “hydrogen last” approach, by which TiC contacts are first formed on O-terminated diamond [245]. The 
active region between contacts was then H-terminated by hydrogen plasma, showing the TiC contacts could withstand the H-termi-
nation process [245]. Vardi et al. also communicated carbide contacts formed with tungsten (WC) showing a Rc of 2.6 Ω.mm and good 
mechanical stability [247]. Their results also demonstrated the WC contacts could survive hydrogen plasma exposure. 

Table 2 shows a non-exhaustive, but representative, collation of contact resistances found in the literature for various metals and 
carbides [177,178,245,247–250,253,255,256]. It should be noted that much of the reported literature examining ohmic contacts on H- 
diamond uses specific contract resistance (Ω.cm2), which makes comparison with values reported in Ω.mm challenging, as the in-
formation required for conversion between the two is often not available: specific contact resistance accounts for the so called ‘transfer 
length’ (Lt) of the contact (the region at the edge of the metal where current crowds) [257]. Contact resistance per unit width (Ω.mm) 
normalises resistance to the contact width without accounting for Lt and is more advantageous for comparison purposes, as extraction 
of Lt for H-diamond ohmic contacts through common transmission line model (TLM) measurements is likely to be inaccurate. This is 
due to the assumption that a uniform sheet resistance of the semiconductor exists (as normally achieved via impurity doping in 
materials such as Si [257]). In this instance, sheet resistance of the semiconductor is assumed to be near identical both between the 
ohmic contacts and beneath them. Under these conditions, Lt may therefore be determined through linear extraction of resistance vs 
gap size as R (Ω) trends to 0 for a gap size of <0. However, in transfer-doped H-diamond the surface conductivity induced by transfer 
doping is strongly dependant on species in contact with the H-diamond surface i.e. adsorbates or high EA oxide. For this reason, 
measured sheet resistance within the active regions between ohmic contacts will almost certainly differ to that of the H-diamond 
beneath the contact metal, rendering measurement of Lt via this method to be misleading. The same principle holds for carbide 
contacts (and indeed most alloyed metal/semiconductor ohmic contact systems), in which the sheet resistance of the H-diamond 
surface will almost certainly differ from the carbide formed regions under the metal. This effect was investigated by Kono et al. who 
devised an experiment to identify the sheet resistance beneath Au contacts on H-diamond [258]. Using a purpose made test circuit with 
an auto-sense resistor placed between current-source and voltage sense probes, they were able to estimate a quantitative ratio between 
sheet resistance of the gap between the ohmic contacts and that underneath the contacts. The reported results showed a ‘beneath Au’ 
sheet resistance roughly 200 times greater than that of the gap between contacts. A difference in sheet resistance of this magnitude 
would lead to a significant overestimation of Lt and thus introduce inaccuracy to associated specific contact resistance (Ω.cm2) 
measurements extracted from traditional TLM structures. 

Schottky contacts on diamond have been achieved for hydrogen, oxygen and fluorine-terminated surfaces. Tsugawa et al. found 
that Al, Pb, Zn, Ti, Co and Ni evaporated on the H-diamond surface formed large Schottky barriers, while Au, Cu, Pt and Ag formed 
contacts exhibiting ohmic behaviour [259]. They were able to explain their results using a modified ‘metal-induced gap states’ (MIGS) 
framework [260] and found the measured SBH correlated well with predicted trends for electronegativity. The SBH for Al, Pb, Zn, Ti, 
Co, Ni were extrapolated to be 0.58, 0.51, 0.36, 0.27 and 0.19 eV respectively; a general adherence to Mönch’s correlation between 
interface charge transfer and electronegativity difference was observed [261,262]. As the electronegativity difference increased, the 
SBH magnitude decreased almost linearly; metals with relatively small electronegativities (<1.9 on the Pauling scale) showed Schottky 
characteristics with high SBH, whereas metals with high electronegativities showed ohmic characteristics. 

Fig. 12. Cross section illustration of ohmic contact formation to and carrier transport in hydrogen-terminated diamond (a) Carbide-based ohmic 
contact (b) High work-function metal-based ohmic contact. 
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As expected, due to the inversion of the surface dipole, this trend is reversed for O-terminated diamond. A detailed study by Muret 
et al. examining barrier heights on O-diamond noted that metals with low electronegativity showed lower barrier heights on O-dia-
mond, preserving the trend which correlates a larger electronegativity difference as the driver for a smaller SBH [94]. They used a 
bond-polarisation perspective to analyse their results [237,239,240], paying close attention to the surface preparation, adhesion and 
bond formation at the interface. The bond-polarisation model posits that wavefunctions originating in the metal interact with 
wavefunctions originating in the semiconductor in the interface-specific region (ISR), resulting in the formation of interface-specific 
electronic states which are not found in either the bulk semiconductor, nor the bulk metal. These interfacial states are the source of the 
(often undesirable) Fermi-level pinning effect observed in SBH measurements, such that both the extent of pinning and the pinning 
position (around mid-gap) follow as a result of the total energy minimisation of bonds at the interface. The higher the density of bonds 
in the ISR, the more insensitive the surface becomes to the overlaying material work-function (i.e. the lower the S-parameter); this 
contextualises why O-diamond typically exhibits a stronger Fermi-pinning effect than H-diamond, given its higher density of surface 
states. This model has been encapsulated succinctly by Tung in a rigorous energy-functional framework [239]. Muret et al. went 
further to explain the SBH lowering effect of annealing at T ≥ 350 ◦C for a wide range of metals deposited on O-diamond [94]. 
Experimentally, they attributed the reduction in SBH of the Zr/O interface to the thermally induced evaporation of hydroxyl and 
carbonyl species from the O-diamond surface, leaving a well ordered O-termination with a lower density of surface states that is better 
able to electronically interact with overlaying metals. They found annealing led to stronger and shorter bonds between the Zr-lattice 
and terminating O-atoms. Bonding was “deeply modified” by annealing, transforming from physiosorbed metallic layer on the O- 
diamond surface (through weak interactions with hydroxyl species) to short, strong oxide bonds between Zr and O atoms, a result 
predicted from a bond polarisation perspective. The Fermi level for O-diamond can thus be “unpinned” by annealing the contacts; with 
barrier heights reduced from ~2 eV to 1.2 eV for gold [263,264], and from 1.93 eV to 0.93 eV for zirconium upon annealing [94]. 

XPS measurements have indicated that F-diamond surfaces form Schottky contacts with most commonly used contact metals, such 
as Au, Cu, and Pd. Li et al. compared Schottky barrier heights on F-diamond and O-terminated diamond for different metals [238]. 
Zhao et al. fabricated a dual-terminated Schottky barrier diode on O/F-terminated diamond and found a similar value for the SBH of Au 
on O/F-diamond, i.e. 2.0 eV and 2.39 eV respectively [265]. Studies have found that Schottky barrier heights on both F-diamond and 
O-diamond seem independent of the deposited metal work-function, which indicates Fermi level pinning for both surfaces 
[94,236,238]. 

The preceding discussion highlights the role of surface termination, uniformity, and overlaying metal characteristics on the nature 
of contacts to diamond. Once again, the attributes of the diamond surface and the interface dipole are a crucial determinant of device 
properties, underscoring a recurrent theme in our overview of diamond surface electronics. 

Table 2 
Compilation of reported contact resistances for various ohmic contact types on hydrogen-terminated diamond, including both carbide and high work- 
function metal-based contacts.  

Metal Resistance (ohm.mm) Ref Metal Resistance (ohm.mm) Ref 

Au 0.90 [177] Au 5.00 [250] 
Au 1.84 [255] Au 5.52 [248] 
Au 3.00 [178] Pd 0.42 [253] 
Au 4.00 [256] TiC 9.00 [245] 
Au 4.00 [249] WC 2.6 [247]  

Fig. 13. Illustration of a 3-terminal hydrogen-terminated diamond-based field effect transistor device, consisting of a source, drain and gate. 
Notable dimensions are represented, such as gate length (Lg), gate-source separation (Lgs) and gate-drain separation (Lgd). 
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6. Applications of transfer doping in diamond 

The sub-surface 2DHG formed through surface transfer doping within H-diamond provides a unique mechanism to access its 
attractive electronic properties, while avoiding the stringent limitations associated with more traditional substitutional doping. This 
phenomenon has been exploited in the development of various applications, the complete listing and discussion of which are beyond 
this review. Here follows a brief account of some of the more prevalent applications of surface transfer doping in diamond, providing 
some insight into the diversity of established and emergent technologies under development in this field. 

6.1. Field effect transistors 

The production of H-diamond FETs is an area where surface transfer doping of diamond has arguably been applied most exten-
sively. The 2DHG generated by a transfer-doped H-diamond surface is well suited for the production of planar electronic devices, as 
originally demonstrated by Kawarada et al. in 1994 [266]. An illustrative example of their 3-terminal FET device is shown in Fig. 13, 
consisting of a CVD grown H-diamond substrate (100) transfer-doped by air exposure with an Al gate contact and Au source & drain 
ohmic contacts. In addition to facilitating the surface transfer doping process, termination of the diamond surface with hydrogen 
sufficiently reduces interface state density to allow an unpinned surface sensitive to metal work-function, as discussed in Section 5. 
Both Schottky and ohmic contacts may therefore be formed to the resultant 2DHG through appropriate selection of low and high work- 
function contact metals respectively, without the need for thermal treatment. This device had a gate length of 10 µm and operated in 
enhancement mode, demonstrating modest performance with a maximum drain current of 1.6 mA/mm and an extrinsic trans-
conductance of up to 200 µS/mm [266]. The 10 µm gated FET could not be fully turned off; however, increasing gate length (Lg) to 40 
µm resulted in the ability to fully turn off the device due to the increased depletion region of the larger gate. This in turn reduced 
transconductance to 20 µS/mm and maximum drain current to 0.14 mA/mm. The work was pioneering in that it verified the potential 
to exploit transfer-doped H-diamond for surface bound electronics. Since this early example, FET technology using H-diamond 
transfer-doped by air exposure has evolved substantially. Through improvement to synthetic diamond substrate quality, optimisation 
of FET geometry and surface contacts, greatly improved device performance and stability has been demonstrated as discussed below. 

Since its original demonstration, optimisation of device geometry, and in particular reduction of Lg, has led to substantial 
enhancement in H-diamond FET performance. Reducing Lg can improve cut-off frequency (fT) and maximum oscillation frequency 
(fmax), while decreasing the overall source-drain distance (Lgs + Lg + Lgd) will lower on-resistance (Ron) of the device. However, 
increasing Lgd can also result in a greater off-state breakdown voltage by reducing the electric field concentration between the gate and 
drain contacts. Likewise, a larger Lg can significantly improve off-state performance and power handling capability. Low resistance 
contacts to the 2DHG of H-diamond are critical in achieving high-performance FET devices, with particular impact on the Ron faced by 
current flowing from the source to the drain. Despite a number of studies looking into alternative metals, Au has been the most widely 
used ohmic contact material in H-diamond FETs to date, due to the ease with which it forms an effective ohmic contact on the H- 
diamond surface. Outlined in Section 5, carbide contacts such as TiC provide an alternative, albeit often higher resistance, approach. 
Devices with TiC contacts have demonstrated superior thermal and mechanical robustness, allowing high-voltage operation [267] and 
devices which survive high-temperatures [268]. 

In contrast to FET devices with Schottky based gate contacts (in which the gate interface is formed by a low work-function metal in 
direct contact with the H-diamond surface), substantial work has been dedicated to the development of metal-insulator-semiconductor 
FET (MISFET) H-diamond devices whereby various dielectric materials have been incorporated under the gate metal to increase both 
breakdown voltage potential and reduce current leakage through the gate contact. A non-exhaustive list of gate dielectric materials 
which have been demonstrated in H-diamond FETs, to-date, is shown in Table 3. 

As discussed in Section 4, materials in contact with the H-diamond surface can act as an electron acceptor to induce transfer doping 
and form a 2DHG within H-diamond. The role of the materials presented in Table 3 as possible electron acceptors on H-diamond is 
complicated by the field effect process induced by a gate voltage applied across them in an actual FET device. Furthermore, the 
suitability of TMO electron acceptor materials such as V2O5 and MoO3 as high performance, low leakage gate dielectric materials in H- 
diamond FET technology is still a point of investigation. For instance, larger gate leakage currents have been reported for H-diamond 
FETs that incorporate 10 nm MoO3 as a gate dielectric, in comparison with 3 nm of Al2O3 and other similar thickness gate dielectric 
layers [248]. Further investigation is required in this area to fully understand the operation of TMO materials beneath the gate contact 
and the role of potential mobile charge within them. Residual atmospheric molecules, if not removed prior to material deposition e.g. 
by thermal in-situ annealing, may potentially become encapsulated at the H-diamond/gate dielectric interface and further contribute to 
the transfer doping process. 

Table 3 
Reported gate dielectric materials used in the fabrication of hydrogen-terminated diamond-based field effect transistor devices.  

Gate dielectric material Reference Gate dielectric material Reference 

Al2O3 [269] SiO2 [270] 
SiNx [271] HfO2 [272] 
Y2O3 [273] LaB6 [274] 
V2O5 [275] MoO3 [276,248]  
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The most adopted and arguably most widely studied of the dielectric layers presented in Table 3 for use in H-diamond MISFETs is 
Al2O3, the application of which has led to substantial increases in performance and stability of operation, by both use as a gate 
dielectric and as a channel passivation layer. The highest maximum drain current reported thus far for a H-diamond FET is 1.35 A/mm, 
with Lg of 400 nm and Al2O3 passivation of the diamond surface after exposure to NO2 [163]. Here, the Al2O3 layer also served as a gate 
dielectric to form a MISFET configuration. For comparison, the highest drain current achieved for a non-passivated air-doped device 
was 0.6 A/mm, measured from a 100 nm Lg FET reported by Ivanov et al. [277]. The highest extrinsic transconductance demonstrated 
for an air-doped H-diamond device was 143 mS/mm for a 100 nm Lg FET, reported by Ueda et al. [278]. 

The first reported demonstration of high-frequency performance of H-diamond FETs exhibited fT of 2.2 GHz and fmax of 7 GHz for a 
2 µm Lg device transfer-doped by air exposure [279]. Since this, an fT of 70 GHz was achieved via reduction of Lg down to 100 nm and 
Lgs down to 350 nm for a MISFET with Al2O3 gate dielectric [255]. An fmax figure of 120 GHz has also been reported for an air-doped 
FET with a Lg of 100 nm [278]. Kubovic et al. were one of the first to report evaluation of RF power-density for H-diamond FETs with a 
Lg of 200 nm, transfer-doped by air exposure, and demonstrated a power output density of 0.35 W/mm at 1 GHz [280]. A 2019 study 
demonstrated a substantially higher maximum power density of 3.8 W/mm operating at 1 GHz, showing Class A operation for a H- 
diamond MISFET with a Lg of 500 nm and passivated by 100 nm of Al2O3 [281]. Due to the stability of the 100 nm Al2O3 film used, 
these FETs could be operated at drain-source voltages of up to 50 V, but demonstrated a relatively low transconductance of 15 mS/mm. 
The transfer doping mechanism between the H-diamond and Al2O3 in this device was reported to result from inclusion of H2O as an 
oxidant in the ALD Al2O3 deposition process, discussed in Section 4. Gluche et al. reported the earliest assessment of H-diamond FET 
high-voltage performance, where an off-state breakdown voltage of up to 200 V was demonstrated for a FET with a Lg of 3 µm and a Lgd 
of 12 μm [282]. Room temperature off-state breakdown voltages up to 2 kV have been reported for a MISFET device passivated with 
200 nm of ALD grown Al2O3 and a Lg of 5 µm, with a Lgd of 24 µm [267]. Partial oxygen termination of the diamond beneath the gate 
contact reportedly served to minimise off-state leakage current and also resulted in normally off (enhancement mode) FET charac-
teristics, which is important for high-power applications due to safety concerns associated with normally-on devices. 

The application of TMO electron acceptor materials MoO3 [283], V2O5 [177,178,275], and WO3 [284] in the previously air- 
exposed regions of H-diamond FETs has also led to varied improvements in device stability and performance. Of these, the highest 
drain currents (up to 700 mA/mm) and extrinsic transconductance (up to 153 mS/mm) were reported by Crawford et al. for V2O5 
transfer-doped H-diamond FETs with Lg of 50–800 nm [177]. Ron was also comparatively low at 6 Ω.mm in these devices, due in part to 
a very low ohmic contact resistance of 0.9 Ω mm. However, at these dimensions the devices reportedly suffered from drain induced 
barrier lowering (DIBL) and thus poor off-state performance. 

Beyond the conventional lateral FET device structure, more novel H-diamond FET designs have been demonstrated, such as a 
vertical-type “trench FET” for high-power operation [285]. In this configuration, a trench ~4.5 µm deep was etched into the diamond 
surface and then H-terminated. Al2O3 was then grown by ALD across the surface and trench sidewalls to act as a passivation layer. 
Utilising a nitrogen doped “blocking layer” formed by either ion implantation or epitaxial growth, the device could operate with low 
bulk leakage currents. An Ion/Ioff ratio over eight orders of magnitude was demonstrated. 

As discussed in Section 5, surface transfer doping of an ultra-wide bandgap material such as diamond is expected to be inherently 
independent of thermal conditions. This property, theoretically, could allow for stable conductivity over a wide range of temperatures 
with predictable device behaviour. H-diamond FETs with 200 nm of Al2O3 passivation and a Lg of 6 µm have been reported operating at 
temperatures from 10 to 700 K, with a decrease in maximum drain current of ~30% at 10 K [268]. This variation was reportedly due to 
low temperature effects on the device TiC ohmic contacts, rather than modulation of the H-diamond conductivity. The Ion/Ioff ratio was 
also reduced from 108 at room temperature to 103 at 700 K, which was attributed to activation of deep donors in the substrate due to 
residual nitrogen. Despite this, the devices remained operational over a large temperature range. 

The ability to “tune” the threshold voltage of H-diamond FETs due to the inherent unpinned Fermi level at the H-diamond surface 
using varied work-function gate materials has been exploited to produce normally-off FET technologies [286,287], an important 
feature for high-power applications as mentioned earlier. Diamond FETs have also been demonstrated in both enhancement mode and 
depletion mode operation on the same substrate to produce logic circuits in NOT, NOR and NAND configurations [288]. Diamond’s 
intrinsic properties coupled with those of surface transfer doping may therefore allow production of simple logic circuits for operation 
in harsh environments (such as high-radiation and high-temperature) where other materials may suffer from environment-induced 
performance degradation. 

6.2. Surface & quantum applications 

Increasingly, the potential of diamond as a material for quantum computing, nanoscale sensing and spintronic applications is being 
recognised. The precise control of surface properties is imperative for the successful realisation of many optoelectronic applications. 
Surface transfer doping confers the unique ability to manipulate the conductivity and charge state of the H-diamond surface, using 
relatively simple and reversible chemical treatments. In addition, given the chemical inertness, low cytotoxicity, resilience and 
favourable tribological properties of diamond, a host of novel biomedical and metrological applications become plausible. 

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre in diamond is a paramagnetic point defect in the diamond lattice, which consists of a carbon 
vacancy in a lattice site adjacent to a nitrogen impurity atom. The defect exists in two charge states: the neutral NV0 and the negative 
NV− , of which the latter possesses desirable paramagnetic and optical properties. A nitrogen atom has five valence electrons; in the NV 
complex, three of these are covalently bonded to the neighbouring carbon atoms, while the remaining two unbonded electrons form a 
lone pair. The vacancy possesses three unpaired electrons from dangling bonds of the surrounding carbon atoms. Two of these form a 
quasi-covalent bond with one another, while the third one remains unpaired; together with the nitrogen lone pair, this results in five 
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electrons that are tied to the NV complex. The NV centre maintains axial symmetry, with the electron density distributed in a plane 
perpendicular to the central NV axis [289]. In the NV− state, a sixth electron is captured from the lattice (typically from a nitrogen 
donor defect); this tends to be the prevalent state for centres buried deep in the crystal, however, it becomes unstable and transmutes to 
NV0 for centres closer to the surface. 

One of the most remarkable properties of the NV− centre in diamond is that it enables optical readout for spin transitions in the 
defect, induced by proximal electromagnetic or mechanical perturbations. Using this property, sensors have been realised which can 
detect magnetic fields of a few nanotesla [290] or electric fields of 10 V/cm at kHz frequencies, which allows for the detection of an 
electromagnetic entity as minute as an electron, at a distance of tens of nanometres from the NV− centre [291]. For nanoscale 
magnetometry, plasmonic devices, nano-biophotonic and quantum computing applications, the charge state of the NV centre is 
valuable, as defects with consistent spin properties located close to the surface are required. Stable NV centres have been observed at 
depths as shallow as 2 nm from the diamond surface [292] and in nanocrystals with a diameter of 4 nm [293]. The proximity to the 
surface acts as a double-edged sword, since the electronic stability and spin lifetime of the defects can deteriorate due to surface effects 
[292]. Surface transfer doping results in upward band bending – an effect which can be used to influence the electron occupancy 
probability (and therefore charge state) of these shallow NV centres by shifting the Fermi level such that it lies below the NV− energy 
level, thereby discharging NV− centres to NV0. Since the photoluminescence and electronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra is 
suppressed for NV0 centres, this allows for a way to engineer the optical and spin properties of shallow NV centres. The controllable 
switching of luminescence enables further possibilities for molecular imaging using nanodiamonds [294], and for use as bio-
nanosensors that monitor DNA release in transfection experiments for nanoscale medical applications [295]. 

NV− centres are also excellent candidates for room-temperature “qubits”, owing to their long coherence times and compatibility 
with an optical interface [296]. The optical interfacing is key to achieving a scalable quantum system: when the NV− centre is excited 
with a microwave frequency which is resonant with its spin transition, a sharp change in the fluorescence intensity occurs which serves 
as optical readout for the spin-state of the NV− centre. This phenomenon is known as optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
and is only observed for a handful of other molecules and defect systems [297]. In a quantum computing context, transfer doping is 
being explored as a way to increase the conversion yield and coherence time of ion-implanted NV- centres [295,298–300]. A truly 
revolutionary opportunity is presented in the realisation of n-type transfer doping, which should in theory allow for an increased 
population of shallow NV− centres, due to increased concentration of negative charge carriers in the vicinity of the defect. 

As mentioned previously in Section 5.1, the asymmetric quantum well formed by the 2DHG in transfer-doped diamond also results 
in a strong spin-orbit interaction, due to the Rashba effect [216,217,225]. This makes transfer-doped diamond appealing for spintronic 
devices, including “spin-FETs”. The term Spin-FET was coined by Dutta and Das in 1990 [301], and their proposed device has 
motivated much of the current prevailing interest in spintronics. In essence, their device relies on the giant magnetoresistance effect, 
which characterises a significant change in the electrical resistance of a material sandwiched between two ferromagnetic layers, 
depending on whether said ferromagnets are in a parallel or anti-parallel alignment [302,303]. Given that the magnetisation direction 
of the ferromagnetic layers can be controlled by an applied external magnetic field, this allows for the conceptualisation of a device 
with a hugely variable electrical resistance, in essence, a transistor. The device consists of ferromagnetic source and drain contacts, 
with a semiconductor channel to which the spin-direction of the charge carriers can be manipulated using a gate electrode. Since the 
current is injected into the device through the ferromagnetic source contact, the carriers are inherently spin-selected to be either spin- 
up or spin-down. Carriers migrating through the channel can then be uniformly spin-aligned by applying the appropriate gate bias, 
such that they are oriented either parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetisation direction of the ferromagnetic drain contact. Thus, the 
channel resistance is correspondingly manipulated to be in a relatively low or high state (i.e. ‘on’ or ‘off’). As evident from this 
description, the coupling strength of the carrier spin to applied electromagnetic fields is critical to device operation. Akghar et al. 
reported a series of experiments which characterise the response of hole-spin in H-diamond, finding that the spin-orbit interaction in 
diamond supersedes 2D hole systems in other wide bandgap semiconductors [216,217]. Furthermore, by controlling the hole con-
centration using an ionic liquid gate, they were able to tune the strength of the spin-orbit interaction over a five-fold dynamic range, 
between 4.6 meV and 24.5 meV [216]. In early 2020, Xing et al. demonstrated a tuneable spin-orbit interaction using a bilayer 
dielectric gate stack, which circumvents many of the design issues that accompany a liquid gate architecture [230]. As before, the hole 
density was found to vary linearly with the gate bias, tuneable from 1.2 × 1013 cm− 2 to 2.5 × 1013 cm− 2, with device characteristics 
that appear promising for low-temperature operation. The spin-orbit splitting also varied linearly between 3.5 and 8.4 meV, albeit a 
smaller dynamic range than that achieved in an earlier device by Akghar et al. [216]. 

While by no means exhaustive, this section previews some of the more promising capabilities of diamond, emphasising the utility of 
surface transfer doping out-with the purview of conventional electronics. As surface electronics and the science of transfer doping 
mature, the potentialities for diamond as a substrate material in diverse application spaces will continue to grow. 

7. Conclusions 

Here we have presented a review of progress in surface transfer doping of diamond, providing a detailed overview of this alternate 
route to procuring highly conductive diamond substrates that enable electronic device applications. This process draws upon many 
different aspects of the material system, predominantly bound to the surface conditions of diamond. Subtle variations in surface to-
pology, construction, termination, and interface with an electron accepting medium will dramatically alter conductivity and behaviour 
of the resulting two-dimensional hole gas. To this end, we have discussed the history of early experimental work in diamond transfer 
doping, followed by an overview of the diamond surface and its construction. With this important understanding, the role of electron 
acceptors on the H-diamond surface was then explored. Examining the literature, it becomes clear that no single model of surface 
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transfer doping to-date is sufficient to provide a full explanation of all experimental results. Yet, the understanding and development of 
these models has rapidly progressed within the last decade alone. Today, sheet resistances well below 1 kΩ/□ at room temperature 
have been reported for hydrogen-terminated CVD grown diamond substrates, without any intentional impurity doping. Further 
development in this area, combined with continued advances in substrate-growth techniques, will likely deliver a range of diamond- 
based electronic, quantum and sensing device solutions in the near future. 
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